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1. INTRODUCTION
The Army Learning Management System (ALMS) is provided as part of the Army
Distributed Learning System (DLS), managed by the Product Director, PD-DLS. The
ALMS was developed in accordance with validated requirements to serve the needs of
the Army training community. The ALMS is a Web-based information system that
delivers training to Soldiers, manages training information, provides training
collaboration, scheduling, and career planning capabilities in both resident and nonresident training environments. Additionally, the ALMS assists Army trainers and
training managers conduct and manage the training of Soldiers and Department of the
Army (DA) civilians throughout their Army careers. Army personnel can access training
from anywhere they have access to a computer and the Internet - office, home or digital
training facility (DTF). Users can meet their distributed learning needs on a 24/7 basis.
Courseware hosted by the ALMS is provided by many sources external to the DLS
program. This courseware can range from relatively simple, single-lesson presentation
formats to complicated interactive multimedia instruction (IMI) structured as courses that
are part of a larger curriculum, with each course having multiple modules, lessons,
exams, evaluations and surveys. Each of these training objects must be developed, tested
and validated to operate properly on the ALMS. With the expanding use of the ALMS,
growing complexity of content and the Army’s increased dependency on distributed
learning, PD-DLS identified the need for an ALMS Developers Standards, Guidelines
and Best Practices document.
1.1. Purpose
This ALMS Developers Standards, Guidelines and Best Practices document has been
compiled to provide guidance for courseware developers or programmers whose
courseware will reside within the ALMS. This document provides guidance on
courseware issues related to the validation and testing of content on both the ALMS
Production and ALMS Content Test Environment (CTE). There are many resources
which can support or supplement this document but that are not directly mentioned
within. Many of these supporting reference links can be found on the DLS home page
under the ALMS Content Developer's Corner link, https://www.dls.army.mil/
In addition to this main ALMS Content Developer’s Standards, Guidelines, and Best
Practices document, there are also two additional addendums that each provide further
guidance for creating courseware with the development tools Articulate and Lectora. The
Articulate and Lectora development tools are the ALMS courseware creation software
packages that are officially supported for ALMS development. The information
contained in this main document is applicable to development with both the Articulate
Studio and Trivantis Lectora courseware development tools, but each addendum goes
into depth with regard to specific tool functionality and tool interfaces as they pertain to
proper ALMS courseware functionality. Developers should consider this main document
and these (and future) addendums as the complete ALMS Software Developers Kit
(ASDK) documentation.
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1.2. Intended Audience
Courseware developers (programmers) are the primary intended audience of the ALMS
Developers Standards, Guidelines and Best Practices document. This document is meant
to augment existing documentation and to be used as a reference guide for the courseware
programmer. Many of the sections reference code and technical aspects that require a
background in content or courseware development from a distributed learning
perspective. The document also makes reference to the Sharable Content Object
Reference Model (SCORM), JavaScript, and general web-based programming and design
aspects. While it targets experienced content developers, it can also be used as reference
for Instructional Systems Designers (ISD's), content or courseware testers, Project or
Technical managers and leads, and anyone planning to produce content for use on the
ALMS or test content using the ALMS.
2. THE ALMS ENVIRONMENT
The ALMS consists of multiple environments that perform the functions of delivery,
testing, and continuity of operations. Two key environments applicable to this document
are Production (Prod) and Content Test Environment (CTE).
2.1. ALMS Server Environments (CTE/Prod)
2.1.1.

Physical Servers

2.1.1.1. ALMS Production Server
The ALMS Production Server represents the environment accessed by students from
around the globe. Courseware and learning materials that have passed a rigorous testing
and validation cycle are fielded in this server for delivery to students. Access to this
server requires an AKO account. CAC authentication is required for FOUO access
through the AKO Portal. Non-FOUO access through the AKO Portal requires AKO
username/password authentication. The Army plans to require CAC authentication for
AKO access after December 1, 2012. The ALMS production server is located at:
https://www.lms.army.mil/
2.1.1.2. ALMS Content Test Environment
The ALMS Content Test Environment (CTE) environment is provided to enable
courseware development, testing, and pre-validation for ALMS developers, and
confirmation by Proponents that courseware has completed development testing
successfully in the ALMS CTE environment. Content testing is protected from general
access and developers can utilize this environment to test courseware code, design, and
SCORM related issues prior to release to the general US Army student population.
Access to the CTE is obtained by contacting the ALMS Customer Service Center (CSC).
The CSC POC for this is Mr. Bobby Kirts, bobby.kirts@us.army.mil.
The CTE is identical to the ALMS Production server in all aspects, with the following
exceptions; the CTE does not have:
The electronic version is the official approved document.
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•
•
•

a Reports server and therefore does not have the ability to generate reports
(certificates, etc).
an Integration Engine to provide communication with external systems such as
ATRRS, GFEBS, or JROTC.
a full-time Notification server. There is a notification server that can be turned on
if needed for a specific test. It has to be requested from the CSC.

The URL for the CTE is: https://www.cts.lms.army.mil/. CAC authentication is not
required at this time, but an active AKO account is required for CTE access.
Courseware developers, proponents and testers are expected to use the CTE for testing
their courseware at those points in its development cycle where it is necessary to comply
with process requirements or where useful to the developer. PD-DLS requires written
evidence of successful courseware by the developer/training proponent in CTE prior to
loading it to the Production system. This evidence is usually in the form of a test report.
CTE users must have the proper permissions, including ALMS role, to access and load
content to the CTE. For information on how to access or load content to the CTE, see the
DLS home page at https://www.dls.army.mil or the document at
https://www.dls.army.mil/pdf/CWSetupProcedures.pdf.
2.1.2.

ALMS Server - File Requirements

There are several server file requirements to which the courseware must adhere in order
for it to work properly within either the ALMS Production or ALMS Content Test
Environment.
2.1.2.1. Character Case Considerations
The ALMS is a UNIX system where consistent capitalization is necessary, meaning that
referenced filenames and URLs must share the same capitalization scheme as their
referrer. For example, if a URL is labeled as such:
/Data/Courseware.html

but the actual folder structure and filename required are:
/data/courseware.HTML

the ALMS will not be able to properly reference the file and the learner will receive an
error.
It is strongly recommended that capitalization be avoided; however, if capitalization is
used for code clarity it should be used sparingly and consistently. It is recommended that
underscores be used instead of capitalization to increase code clarity.
This issue is also covered within the Army Business Rules and Best Practices (BRBP)
documents available at the following links:
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SCORM Compliance:
http://www.atsc.army.mil/tadlp/contractors/capdl/compliance/scorm_business_rules.asp
BRBP Document:
http://www.atsc.army.mil/tadlp/contractors/docs/SCORM_2004_BRBP_v2p020120125.pdf
2.1.2.2. Missing Documents
It is critical to ensure that final courseware deliveries to the ALMS Production server are
complete. Make sure that courseware packages include all referenced file documents and
pages, with consistent spelling and capitalization. If the system cannot find a linked file
or document because it is missing or because of inconsistent capitalization/spelling, the
system will generate an “HTML 404 – File not Found” error. These “not found” files
very often result in courseware performance issues. They are manifested as missing
screen content which the learner needs to see or as unnecessary delays in content load or
execution. These 404 errors can also cause result in course transcript roll-up issues.
Keep in mind that the system logs all errors, so each error generated, including HTML,
JavaScript, and other types of errors, can become a burden on the system.
It is also recommended that courseware is run through a web monitoring tool such as
Fiddler, as well as through browser-specific developer tools, to trace the file calls and
identify all file requests that result in a 404 error. These tools and practices also help
identify those orphan file calls that result from reusing code that has features/functions
not used in the present content. Please see section 7 of this document for more
information on debugging tools and HTML errors.
Checking for missing files and 404 errors is a standard and critical part of the courseware
development playability test. Any content found to have missing files will be returned to
developer for corrections.
Use relative addressing properly to ensure that when the content package is loaded into
the ALMS all files can be properly located.
2.1.2.3. Special Characters
There are certain characters that must not be committed to the ALMS. Attempting to
pass or use these characters in SCORM data communications will result in
LMSCommitErrors and other issues. Make sure to follow the guidelines below for
using special characters in courseware.
In addition, be sure that any SCORM data that is communicated to the ALMS is of the
appropriate type and format. For example, if a SCORM value requires that the
courseware send an integer as a value, sending a string instead of an integer will result in
errors.
ASCII printable characters (character code 32-126) are acceptable. Characters outside of
this range will cause errors. The two tables that follow are ASCII character code tables.
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2.1.2.3.1. ASCII Printable Characters
The following (Table 2.1.2-1) is a table of ASCII Device Control Characters.
Table 2.1.2-1 List of ASCII Printable Characters
ASCII Character

HTML Entity Code

Description

&#32;

space

!

&#33;

exclamation mark

"

&#34;

quotation mark

#

&#35;

number sign

$

&#36;

dollar sign

%

&#37;

percent sign

&

&#38;

ampersand

'

&#39;

apostrophe

(

&#40;

left parenthesis

)

&#41;

right parenthesis

*

&#42;

asterisk

+

&#43;

plus sign

,

&#44;

comma

-

&#45;

hyphen

.

&#46;

period

/

&#47;

slash

0

&#48;

digit 0

1

&#49;

digit 1

2

&#50;

digit 2

3

&#51;

digit 3

4

&#52;

digit 4

5

&#53;

digit 5

6

&#54;

digit 6

7

&#55;

digit 7

8

&#56;

digit 8

9

&#57;

digit 9

:

&#58;

colon

;

&#59;

semicolon
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ASCII Character

HTML Entity Code

Description

<

&#60;

less-than

=

&#61;

equals-to

>

&#62;

greater-than

?

&#63;

question mark

@

&#64;

at sign

A

&#65;

uppercase A

B

&#66;

uppercase B

C

&#67;

uppercase C

D

&#68;

uppercase D

E

&#69;

uppercase E

F

&#70;

uppercase F

G

&#71;

uppercase G

H

&#72;

uppercase H

I

&#73;

uppercase I

J

&#74;

uppercase J

K

&#75;

uppercase K

L

&#76;

uppercase L

M

&#77;

uppercase M

N

&#78;

uppercase N

O

&#79;

uppercase O

P

&#80;

uppercase P

Q

&#81;

uppercase Q

R

&#82;

uppercase R

S

&#83;

uppercase S

T

&#84;

uppercase T

U

&#85;

uppercase U

V

&#86;

uppercase V

W

&#87;

uppercase W

X

&#88;

uppercase X

Y

&#89;

uppercase Y

Z

&#90;

uppercase Z
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ASCII Character

HTML Entity Code

Description

[

&#91;

left square bracket

\

&#92;

backslash

]

&#93;

right square bracket

^

&#94;

caret

_

&#95;

underscore

`

&#96;

grave accent

a

&#97;

lowercase a

b

&#98;

lowercase b

c

&#99;

lowercase c

d

&#100;

lowercase d

e

&#101;

lowercase e

f

&#102;

lowercase f

g

&#103;

lowercase g

h

&#104;

lowercase h

i

&#105;

lowercase i

j

&#106;

lowercase j

k

&#107;

lowercase k

l

&#108;

lowercase l

m

&#109;

lowercase m

n

&#110;

lowercase n

o

&#111;

lowercase o

p

&#112;

lowercase p

q

&#113;

lowercase q

r

&#114;

lowercase r

s

&#115;

lowercase s

t

&#116;

lowercase t

u

&#117;

lowercase u

v

&#118;

lowercase v

w

&#119;

lowercase w

x

&#120;

lowercase x

y

&#121;

lowercase y
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ASCII Character

HTML Entity Code

Description

z

&#122;

lowercase z

{

&#123;

left curly brace

|

&#124;

vertical bar

}

&#125;

right curly brace

~

&#126;

tilde

2.1.2.3.2. ASCII Device Control Characters
The ASCII device control characters were originally designed to control hardware
devices. Control characters have nothing to do inside an HTML document.
The following (Table 2.1.2-2) is a table of ASCII Device Control Characters.
Table 2.1.2-2 List of ASCII Device Control Characters
ASCII Character

HTML Entity Code

Description

NUL

&#00;

null character

SOH

&#01;

start of header

STX

&#02;

start of text

ETX

&#03;

end of text

EOT

&#04;

end of transmission

ENQ

&#05;

enquiry

ACK

&#06;

acknowledge

BEL

&#07;

bell (ring)

BS

&#08;

backspace

HT

&#09;

horizontal tab

LF

&#10;

line feed

VT

&#11;

vertical tab

FF

&#12;

form feed

CR

&#13;

carriage return

SO

&#14;

shift out

SI

&#15;

shift in

DLE

&#16;

data link escape

DC1

&#17;

device control 1

DC2

&#18;

device control 2

DC3

&#19;

device control 3
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ASCII Character

HTML Entity Code

Description

DC4

&#20;

device control 4

NAK

&#21;

negative acknowledge

SYN

&#22;

synchronize

ETB

&#23;

end transmission block

CAN

&#24;

cancel

EM

&#25;

end of medium

SUB

&#26;

substitute

ESC

&#27;

escape

FS

&#28;

file separator

GS

&#29;

group separator

RS

&#30;

record separator

US

&#31;

unit separator

DEL

&#127;

delete (rubout)



Invisible special characters: Watch out for invisible characters, such as carriage return
symbols and certain Alt key characters, which fall outside of the acceptable ASCII
range. These characters silently cause bugs and are difficult to track down. They can
also cause manifest loading errors. Use only text editors when editing ALMS files in
order to avoid creating invisible special characters. Do not use word processors like
MS WORD when editing ALMS files. This practice will help keep invisible
characters out of ALMS files. Use a plain-text editor when editing ALMS
courseware files directly. Examples of plain-text editors include, but are not limited
to: SciTE, GNU Emacs, gEdit, Komodo Edit, Aptana, Vim (or Vi), and Notepad++.
o Debugging Tip: If unexplained commit errors are detected even after checking
per the above recommended safeguard validation practice, access a log of the
committed text and check for abrupt truncation. The number of committed
characters may exceed the maximum length, but an invisible special character
may be present. Copy and paste the text into the text editor and look for odd
characters.





Other special characters: Alt code characters are not compatible with the ALMS. An
alt code character is created by holding down the Alt key in conjunction with a
sequence of numbers. Many alt code characters, such as musical notes, smiley faces
and playing card suit symbols, are not found on a standard keyboard. Limit the use of
characters to those that are created from a standard keyboard. Characters that are
created using the Shift key (such as parentheses and exclamation points) are
acceptable.
The underscore ( _ ) and dash (-) are the only special characters that may be used in a
file or folder name (and a single period before the file extension). Do not use
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characters such as #, %, +, @, ?, !, etc. Do not use parentheses in file names. If in
doubt, use the underscore. If the effect of spaces is desired to achieve readability, use
the underscore in place of a space.
2.1.2.4. Extended ASCII
Generally, the ASCII characters outside of the ASCII printable characters (character code
32-126) range will cause the ALMS to display a variety of errors.
2.1.2.5. Encoding
It is advised that courseware developers use UTF-8 encoding for courseware text. Saving
the courseware text in other formats can cause a variety of errors depending on where the
error was triggered in a courseware package. For example, saving the manifest in ANSI
encoding causes characters to be malformed, which results in errors when the courseware
is imported into the ALMS.
2.2. ALMS Player Window Overview
2.2.1.

Communication Path

For more detailed information on the communication path between course windows, see
Section 5 of this document.
2.2.2.

Catastrophic Closure

The ALMS API has a built-in closure detection mechanism that will execute if the course
is closed via the browser’s “X” button. The SCORM section of this document provides
more details on how this mechanism works.
Courseware should provide a means of exiting at any time within the training. Do not
assume that the Soldier will have to complete a section before exiting. A Soldier should
never have to use the browser “X” button to exit the course. Developers should also
provide a fault-tolerant exit functionality that ensures that all critical training session
data, such as progress, scores, and bookmarks, are communicated to the ALMS even if
the Soldier exits the course by using the browser “X” button.
Critical data should be committed to the ALMS at a frequency that balances performance
with data integrity. Avoid “chatty” content that continuously communicates bookmarks,
session state, or student response. On the other hand, do not wait until the end of the
training session to try to commit all of the captured data at once.
The learner must be presented with some indication that the courseware is
communicating with the ALMS upon initiating closure of the content. There should also
be an indication when ALMS communication is complete. This indication should inform
the learner that it is now ok to exit the courseware and return to the ALMS.
2.2.3.

Hidden Navigation

The ALMS API by default hides the navigation in both the API framework and on the
closure of the course. More details on this mechanism are available in the SCORM
section of this document.
The electronic version is the official approved document.
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3. END USER/CLIENT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The requirements listed in this section are in compliance with the Army Gold Master
(AGM) requirements. The AGM is the Army-approved personal computer (PC) desktop
configuration and software application suite enforced across all Army PCs. The AGM
version used in this document for Windows Vista is 9.0.1, and the version used for
Windows 7 is 10.0.2. Developers should always locate the latest AGM requirements by
searching for “AGM” on the AKO website.
3.1. Hardware Requirements
Per AGM Requirements, the minimum requirements to ensure compatibility with both
AGM Windows Vista and Windows 7 are as follows:





1 gigahertz (GHz) or faster 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64) processor
1 gigabyte (GB) RAM (32-bit) or 2 GB RAM (64-bit)
16 GB available hard disk space (32-bit) or 20 GB (64-bit)
DirectX 9 graphics device with WDDM (Windows Display Driver Model)1.0 or
higher driver

3.2. Operating System Requirements
Per the AGM requirements, the courseware must be compatible with AGM Windows
Vista 9.0.1 and Windows 7 10.0.2. While not supported by the AGM, it is recommended
that the courseware be compatible with Windows XP SP3.
3.3. Browser Requirements
In accordance with AGM requirements, the courseware must be compatible with IE 7
(Vista Only) and IE 8. Browser and other system requirements are also found at the
ALMS Production or CTE home page using the “Browser Setting” button (see Figure
3.3-1).

Figure 2.2.3-1 CTE and ALMS Homepage.
Notice the red highlighted Browser Setting section.
The electronic version is the official approved document.
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A browser check is recommended before using the ALMS, in order to verify that the
developer is accessing the ALMS with a satisfactory browser version. In the case that the
developer is not using an acceptable browser version to test courseware, the course may
not run properly. The developer should either update the browser or seek assistance from
their IT support team. An example of what is displayed on the browser check page
follows (Figure 3.3-2).

Figure 2.2.3-2 This is the Browser Setting screen.

3.3.1.

The JavaScript ‘getYear’ Method

One notable item that occurs in Internet Explorer versions 6 through 8 exclusively is the
output produced using the JavaScript ‘getYear()’ method call. Natively, this method
returns a three digit year. When sending cmi.data to the LMS, SCORM guidelines
indicate a four digit year is required. When the JavaScript ‘getYear()’ method is used
in courseware that is accessed from Internet Explorer 6 through Internet Explorer 8
browsers, these browsers automatically add 1900 to the year. Where the natural output of
‘getYear()’ is a three digit year returned as 112 (which represents the year 2012),
Internet Explorer 6 through Internet Explorer 8 browsers add 1900 to this date so that the
year sent to the LMS is a standard four digit year.

The electronic version is the official approved document.
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Figure 3.3.1-1 ALMS Error Generated by JavaScript ‘getYear()’ Method in IE9.

The primary issue is that outside of the Internet Explorer 6 through Internet Explorer 8
browsers, this issue can cause courseware to trigger errors (Figure 3.3.1-1) that can stop
forward traversal in courseware, and thereby break the ability for students to naturally
move through a course. This error has been verified to trigger under the Internet Explorer
9 browser, which is currently in the approval process for Army Gold Master (AGM)
release.
The issues arise in the false reliance on the ‘getYear()’ method to provide the ALMS
the four digit year that is required. Instead, developers should make use of the JavaScript
‘getFullYear()’ method call to produce the correct four digit year.
4. COURSE AUTHORING BASICS
4.1. Course Screen Size and Player Templates
4.1.1.

Target Resolution

The target screen resolution for courseware should be based on player template sizing
and AGM requirements. A commonly used target resolution is 1024 x768, which is
currently recommended to reach the widest display targets within the US Army user
population.
4.1.2.

Template Choices

When loading the courseware to the ALMS, there are several choices for player template
type available to the user. After importing content, the administrator has the option to
select which player will be used to display the content. This section describes the most
relevant choices for the ALMS.
Each player has a different size/screen resolution, which is listed in the ALMS content
repository options.
NOTE: The content shown in the screenshots for each player is specific for a sample
course that was used for demonstration purposes. Different courseware will have
screens that are different from this sample.
4.1.2.1. System Defined
Figure 4.1.2-1 represents the Saba System Defined Player Template, which is selected
from the drop-down offered while loading content on the ALMS through the ‘Content
Administration’ section. This player includes the Saba logo, as well as clickable links for
The electronic version is the official approved document.
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reference, help, email, and printing. The table of contents appears in the left-hand side,
and content is embedded in a frame to the right of the table of contents.
The player dimensions are: Height 668px – Width 924px with TOC width 200px

Figure 4.1.2-1 ALMS Defined Player.

4.1.2.2. Army_SCORM_1.2
This player, shown in Figure 4.1.2-2, does not include any logos. The table of contents
appears in the left-hand side, and content is embedded in a separate window to the right
of the table of contents. The player enables navigation options separate from the player
window. This player can work for both SCORM 1.2 and SCORM 2004 content.
The player dimensions are: Height – 400px Width – 500px TOC width 200px
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Figure 4.1.2-2 Army_SCORM_1.2 Player.

4.1.2.3. Army_SCORM_2004
This player, shown in Figure 4.1.2-3, does not include any logos. The table of contents
appears in the left-hand side, and content is embedded in a frame to the right of the table
of contents. The player enables SCORM 1.2 and SCORM 2004 navigation options in
one combined player window frameset.
The player dimensions are: Height – 764, Width - 1024, TOC width - 200
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Figure 4.1.2-3 Army_SCORM_2004 Player.

4.1.2.4. Empty Player
This player, shown in Figure 4.1.2-4, automatically hides the table of contents and
navigation options. This player provides the course greater screen area if the course
requires it, and works particularly well for single SCOs, standalone documents, and
courseware that require additional display space.
The player dimensions are: Height – 669, Width – 924 No TOC
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Figure 4.1.2-4 Empty Player.

4.2. AGM Endorsed Technologies
4.2.1.

AGM Endorsed Technology Requirements

In order to reach the maximum target audience, this document recommends using only
those technologies supported by the Army Gold Master guidelines.
4.2.2.

Open Web Standards

Development of courseware for the ALMS will involve utilization of these open web
standard technologies.
4.2.2.1.

HTML

Use HTML to build courseware web pages. Content may be placed directly in the
HTML. Flash and other technologies may be launched from the HTML page. All
HTML-based courses shall be programmed to the limitations of browsers supported by
the AGM.
At the time of this writing, HTML 5 is currently not fully supported by the AGM.
4.2.2.1.1.

Cascading Style Sheets

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) are used for the format and visual layout of web pages.
Features such as text color and size, images, text positioning and other presentation
features are available functions within CSS. All uses of CSS within courseware
development shall be programmed to the limitations of browsers supported by the AGM.
The electronic version is the official approved document.
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4.2.2.2.

JavaScript Development and Testing Realistically

JavaScript is the communication link between the ALMS and the courseware. The API
functions are all written in JavaScript. Courseware that uses Flash or other third-party
programming technology will utilize JavaScript to interface between the courseware and
the ALMS.
JavaScript is also used to add interactivity and functionality to HTML pages.
PD-DLS recommends that developers mitigate errors induced by bandwidth and latency
issues by following guidelines that caution against using JavaScript code that requires
specific timing. For example, using timers rather than event listeners and other such
functionality may not work consistently in real time.
The courseware developer should design an in-house testing environment that allows for
the testing of content in an environment that simulates the worst case delivery
environment. This environment should support a realistic series of scalability tests and
determine what the driving factors are to include isolating and testing for various
bandwidth and latency issues.
4.2.2.2.1. JavaScript Libraries
Use of JavaScript libraries such as JQuery should fall within the scope of the AGM.
The Army has recommended a special set of JQuery libraries for Army web developers.
The shared library files are located at the Army Developer Standards website located at
http://www.army.mil/create/developer/share.html Be sure to check the site regularly for
updates. At the time this document was released, Modified JQuery 1.3.2 was the library
supported by Army.mil. This modified library removes potentially harmful Ajax
functions.
To use the shared libraries in the courseware code, including the following lines in the
main HTML page:
<script
src="http://usarmy.vo.llnwd.net/e2/rv5_js/3rdparty/jquery/jquery1.5.1.min.js"></script>
<script
src="http://usarmy.vo.llnwd.net/e2/rv5_js/main/armyShare.js"></script>

4.2.2.3.

XML

The SCORM manifest, as well as other instances of data within courseware (such as
quizzes, user interface files, and other data files) may be written in XML.
XML can also be used to store and represent courseware data elements.
4.2.2.3.1. Special Characters
In addition to the ALMS special characters mentioned Section 2.1.2.3, XML has its own
set of rules regarding formatting and special characters. Some common characters, such
as the ampersand ‘&,’ and greater than or less than characters “>” or “<” are used as
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delimiters and other formatting characters. Special escape sequences are required in
order to include these characters as readable text.
Also note that Microsoft Word encodes single and double quotation marks differently
from the standard encoding, which can present a problem when committing data to the
ALMS. These characters can also cause general XML parsing issues.
4.2.3.
4.2.3.1.

Proprietary Languages and Technologies
Adobe Flash, Microsoft Silverlight, and Other Third Party Plug-ins

These technologies are listed in the AGM and work on the ALMS, but take caution
against using them to build the framework of the courseware. They add an extra layer of
communication between the courseware and the ALMS. Interfacing between the
framework and the JavaScript API has been known to introduce additional lag and
bandwidth issues. Adobe Flash has also been observed to experience intermittent
connectivity issues with the ALMS.
4.2.3.2

Adobe Flash and ActionScript

Note that Flash is a development platform that includes a scripting language called
ActionScript. ActionScript (commonly shortened to AS) is available in three versions:
AS 1, AS 2, and AS 3. AS 1 and 2 are older releases, and the latest editions of Flash
combine the two into one compiler. AS 3 is the newest version and must be compiled
separately. Both compilers are available in Adobe’s Flash development platform.
Even though AS 3 includes quite a bit of new, improved functionality, a great deal of
legacy courseware on the ALMS still uses AS1/AS2.
4.3. Technologies Not Endorsed by the ALMS
4.3.1.

Description of Technologies Not Endorsed by the ALMS

A non-endorsed technology is one not covered as part of the AGM guidelines. In
addition, many of the technologies in this section are not part of a standard AGM
configuration, but also cannot be used for content that will run on the ALMS.
Attempting to do so could cause various errors when the content runs on the ALMS.
4.3.2.

Any Server-side Scripts or Technologies

Aside from the approved technologies, the ALMS does not support additional server-side
technologies. Attempting to use such technologies will result in multiple errors, and the
courseware will not function on the ALMS.
Server-side technologies include, but are not limited to:




PHP, ASP, CGI, etc.
Any Databases (SQL, ColdFusion, Access MDB, etc)
Server side frameworks such as Ruby or Zend
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4.3.3.

External Media Services

Use of externally linked media services (such as YouTube, Flickr, Picasa, Vimeo, etc)
must be approved by PD-DLS. Note that at this time the ALMS does not provide an
interface for external media services, and so any interactions with them will not be
included as part of a SCO. In addition, using external media services may present
security and stability issues for the courseware.
While technically the courseware can contain links to these external services, be aware
that clicking on such a link could navigate the learner away from the player template
window and sever the connection with the ALMS. To mitigate this type of problem
make sure that new links open up in a new tab or new window by properly coding the
HTML link tag.
4.3.4.

Proprietary Protocols for Serving Media

The ALMS does not support proprietary protocols, such as Real Time Messaging
Protocol (RTMP), for serving media. If using Flash, use HTTP with NetStream for
pseudo media streaming.
4.3.5.

Non-Army-Accepted Plug-ins/Outdated Plug-ins

The use of plug-ins that are outdated or not covered in the AGM is not recommended.
4.3.6.

Compressed Files (Other Than the Loaded SCORM Package)

Do not include compressed files in .zip, .rar, or any other compressed format in the
courseware. The only exception is the actual top-level zipped file that represents the
SCORM package.
4.3.7.

Cookies

Do not use or store cookies in courseware. In addition to presenting security risks and
considerations, cookies are an unreliable method for storing courseware information as
the user may clear out cookies. Additionally, if the learner switches browsers for
different sessions, the courseware would not be able to access cookies from the previous
browser.
4.3.7.1.

Non-Persistent vs. Persistent States

In web development, cookies are often used to save a persistent state of information when
a user returns to a website. Instead of using cookies to store information in courseware,
use SCORM interactions such as Suspend Data for storing the necessary data.
4.4. Media and User Interface Guidelines
4.4.1.

Performing a System Check

Consider initiating an automatic technical check before the content starts. This practice
will ensure that the learner’s configuration can play all content and meets the minimum
guidelines. If the learner’s configuration does not meet minimum guidelines, a message
should display to inform the learner of specific unmet requirements.
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4.4.2.

Media File Types

The following common media file types are supported in the AGM.


Images
o jpg: Easily compressible with little loss in image quality, typically resulting in the
smallest size.
o gif: Can also support simple frame-based animation.
o bmp: Be cautious of using bitmap images. They provide a high-quality image,
but are generally much larger in size than some of the other image formats.
o png: Has good transparency options and compression with little loss in image
quality particularly for images with text.





Adobe PDF
Microsoft Documents (PowerPoint, Word): Load as a file, or make sure that the
documents open in a separate browser window
Flash
o swf: An interactive media file




Audio (mp3, wav, flv)
Video (swf, flv, f4v, avi)

4.4.2.1.

Best Practices for Playing Flash Video

Since there are no Real Media servers or streaming servers on the ALMS, courseware
must use progressive download technology to download videos.
To ensure movies load and play faster in the courseware, it is recommended that videos
utilize low bandwidth display techniques such as compression and encoding techniques
(details of which are outside the scope of this document, but can be readily found via
internet searching).
Adding a pre-loader for very large movie files or audio files allows the user to know
when the content is in the process of loading. This reduces the risk of content appearing
to have locked up or crashed.
It is recommended that event listeners that look for the completed upload of files before
executing them be created. This approach will aid in preventing lockups or bad
performance due to missing files or functions.
4.5. Bandwidth and File Size Guidelines
End users of ALMS courseware are Soldiers and civilians who could be stationed in areas
with access only to very low bandwidth and limited resources and devices. If possible,
set up a simple 56K beta testing site for courseware development, in order to get a closer
approximation of how the courseware would perform in a real-life situation with limited
resources. Reference the “Web Design Guidelines for Low Bandwidth” instructions at
http://www.aptivate.org/webguidelines/Multimedia.html for more detailed guidance.
4.5.1.

Acceptable Download Times

Depending on the types of content in the courseware, download times for media should
be less than one minute. Longer load times can lead the user to think that there is a
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problem with the courseware or the connection to the ALMS. A state indicator should be
displayed for the learner to indicate the progress being made and that the system has not
locked up.
Basic web pages containing only plain HTML, JavaScript, and some small images should
load relatively quickly. Less than 13 seconds is normal.
If the courseware includes Adobe Flash SWF files, any SWFs larger than 1 Megabyte
(MB) should include a pre-loader, since it will most likely take more time to load.
Without a pre-loader, users are likely to believe their systems have locked up and
perform multiple redundant clicks and/or will use the browser X to close the course
content. This could yield roll-up and SCORM communication issues.
Individual courseware asset files that are in excess of 1 MB could cause lag in low
bandwidth situation for learners. These files could be comprised of images, audio, video,
or Adobe Flash elements. Their usage in low bandwidth situation should be carefully
considered.
As a general recommendation, final courseware package file sizes should be maintained
to levels that are appropriate for loading to the ALMS, between 75MB to 100MB as a
maximum. If larger file sizes are required, developers should consider the use of multiple
files loaded as individual modules but grouped as single offering. For example, three
100MB courseware file packages can be loaded separately, but grouped together to create
a single 300MB course offering.
4.5.2.

Chunk Content into Smaller Sections

To facilitate faster and more reliable downloads for all media types, including movies,
audio, documents, PDFs and presentations, split the files apart into smaller files.
See Section 4.6 of this document for a more in-depth discussion of this approach.
4.5.3.





Optimizing Course Elements

PDF Size: Try to make small PDF files that are less than 5 MB in size. For larger
files, consider dividing them into smaller pieces.
Images (Compress): For best results, keep image file sizes below 1 MB. File sizes
under 500 KB perform even better.
Videos (Compress): Use h.246 encoding for small, high-quality files.
Audio (Compress): Audio optimization is left to developer discretion. Most
compression formats appear to perform relatively equally on the ALMS. As with
other media types, keep files small for better performance.

4.6. Handling Large Modules
As an online distribution system, the ALMS is subject to bandwidth and connection
issues, especially during the high peak usage times. In addition, connection timeouts
(unexpected and at regular intervals) can add a frustrating element for learners.
Therefore, be mindful when creating large modules, as they can be difficult for some
users to complete. Reference the “Web Design Guidelines for Low Bandwidth”
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instructions at http://www.aptivate.org/webguidelines/Multimedia.html for more detailed
guidance.
If it is not possible to offer the courseware in a smaller size, consider the following
approaches to handling large modules on the ALMS.
4.6.1.

Pre-Loading All Content

The first approach is to pre-load all of the content at the beginning of the courseware
modules. Using pre-loaders is an important part of building courseware content because
it gives the student real-time visual cues of what is happening within the lesson. Preloaders are typically used to indicate when images, video, or bandwidth intensive media
are being loaded into a lesson. Visual cues used by pre-loaders can be anything from a
real-time number percentage counter to an animated image that indicates the course is
downloading content. This approach is important so that students do not become
frustrated with the course and close out before the media objects are fully loaded. If a
student exits a lesson early while waiting for media objects to load, there is a chance that
the student may lose his lesson progress and need to call the helpdesk to resolve the issue.
4.6.1.1.

Advantages

Once all of the content is loaded, navigation is quicker for the rest of the module. Preloaders are commonly used around the web now. They are part of the user experience and
expected by modern students to give real-time feedback. The real-time feedback that preloaders give helps students to gauge how long they have to wait for their course or
content to load. The SCORM method calls and resource loading for the ALMS is
critical. As a developer, ensuring that the student knows what is happening at all times is
just as important. A frustrated student is more likely to quit the lesson early and possibly
lose his or her progress.
4.6.1.2.

Disadvantages

If a large amount of content is loaded at the beginning of the module, it might appear to
the end user as if the course is frozen or "hanging.”
4.6.1.3.

Use of Progress Indicators and Notification

Since pre-loading content may result in delays, a progress indicator should be displayed
to inform the user that content is loading and to show how much time remains for the
load to complete. If courseware does not use progress indicators, it can be difficult for
the user to determine whether the content is loading, or if the courseware and/or ALMS
has failed to perform correctly. Also, if it is likely that at least some of the users will
experience a long delay, it is recommended that a notification be included in the
download page that the operation may take some time.
Progress indicators or notifications are also recommended as a way to inform the user
where they reside navigationally within a content or courseware package (ex. Page 1 of
58).
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4.6.1.4.

Flash Pre-Loader Examples

//Adobe Flash Pre-loader:
/*
When using Adobe ActionScript 3.0 it is important to use a pre-loader.
This allows students to know that something is loading and gives them a
visual cue to the progress of the download.
*/
var holder:Loader = new Loader();
addChild(holder); //This adds the loader to the stage
holder.contentLoaderInfo.addEventListener(ProgressEvent.PROGRESS,
onLoading);
/*This is an event listener that displays while the file is loading.
During the load, the onLoading function below will run.
*/
holder.contentLoaderInfo.addEventListener(Event.COMPLETE, onComplete);
//This is an event Listener for when the file completes loading.
function onLoading(e:ProgressEvent):void {
var percentage:Number = e.target.bytesLoaded /
e.target.bytesTotal * 100;
//This is a number variable used to
loadingClip.loadingText.text = int(percentage) + "%";
//You will need to have some sort of
//indicator on the Stage for the student to see
}
function onComplete(e:Event):void {
this.loadingClip.visible = false;
//You can hide the pre-loader Clip or remove it from the stage
by //setting this variable.
}
holder.load(new URLRequest("your_clip.swf"));
//This is the url request to download the specified
// resource file into the Flash Library

4.6.2.

Loading Content in Chunks

Pre-loading the entire content of a large courseware package can take a prohibitively long
time. Remember, if the courseware player must pre-load all of the content, the learner
cannot begin the training until all of the content is loaded. Users may also have a slow
connection speed or low bandwidth rate that may cause even longer load times.
An alternative approach is to load the content in smaller pieces as the learner progresses
through the courseware.
As with pre-loading, there are several advantages and disadvantages to consider with this
approach.
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4.6.2.1. Advantages
Users can proceed with the module without waiting for everything to load at the start.
This approach provides flexibility by making it possible to allow the user to navigate
directly to a specific topic within the module (e.g., when returning to review a section of
a course), without having to reload the entire module.
4.6.2.2. Disadvantages
A delay can result when navigating between each chunk of content. Download of the next
chunk should be initiated in advance of the need for it to render for the user so that delay
is eliminated. For example, it may be necessary to initiate download of the content for
page 10 when the user hits page 7.
4.7. Security and Cheating
There are several ways to design courseware so that cheating might be mitigated (note the
term “mitigated” in this case, as it is highly unlikely that courseware developers will be
able to stop all types of potential dishonesty or cheating in courseware packages). In
general, if content is sent to a client-side machine for consumption, there are many ways
available for users to potentially cheat.
4.7.1.

Right Click and Copy/Pasting

Consider disabling right-clicking functionality for the mouse, so that the learner cannot
copy and paste exam material.
4.7.2.

Page Source

Ensure that answers are not easily visible in the page source. Most browsers allow users
to view the page source. Obfuscate code for added protection.
4.7.3.

Randomization

Consider randomizing question and answer order, so that the learner does not memorize
the order.
4.7.4.

Other Methods

PD-DLS can advise developers on other techniques to inhibit the ability for students to
act dishonestly while taking ALMS courses and exams. Please submit requests for this
specific assistance at pd.dls@dls.army.mil.
4.8. Privacy Act and Personally Identifiable Information (PII)
PII is information that can be used to uniquely identify, contact, or locate a single person
or that can be used with other sources to uniquely identify a single individual.
Courseware is prohibited from containing PII by Army policy, and PD-DLS will not field
courseware that contains PII. Specific requirements can be found in the Task Order or
contract for the courseware, and/or DoD 5400.11 and 5400.11-R.
DoD 5400.11, DOD Privacy Program, 8 May 2007, para E2.2 and DoD 5400.11-R,
Department of Defense Privacy Program, 14 May 2007, para DL1.14 both state the
following:
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“Personal Information. Information about an individual that identifies, links, relates, or is
unique to, or describes him or her, e.g., a social security number; age; military rank;
civilian grade; marital status; race; salary; home/office phone numbers; other
demographic, biometric, personnel, medical, and financial information, etc. Such
information is also known as personally identifiable information (i.e., information which
can be used to distinguish or trace an individual's identity, such as their name, social
security number, date and place of birth, mother's maiden name, biometric records,
including any other personal information which is linked or linkable to a specified
individual).”
AR 340-21, Army Privacy Program, 5 July 1985. Paragraph 4–2. Privacy Act Statement.
When personal information is requested from an individual that will become part of a
system of records retrieved by reference to the individual’s name or other personal
identifier, the individual will be furnished a Privacy Act Statement. This Statement is to
ensure that individuals know why this information is being collected so they can make an
informed decision on whether or not to furnish it.
Proponents and developers should also refer to OMB Memo M-07-16, Safeguarding
Against and Responding to the Breach of Personally Identifiable Information, for
additional information on Personally Identifiable Information.
PD DLS requires that courseware contain no live personal information, or information
that could be construed to be live by anyone. Developers should use notional data (e.g.
instead of John Smith, use John Ab234 and use notional SSANs as outlined by Social
Security Administration). Photographs or videos showing personnel with actual name
badges, rank, location, etc should be avoided.
PD DLS requests that all proponents review their courseware for compliance with the
policies listed herein and assure compliance prior to submitting their content to be hosted
in the ALMS. Any content that contains live personal information will be taken offline
immediately by the DLS Customer Service Center.
5. MANAGING COURSE WINDOWS
The ALMS provides the ability for a learner to trigger navigation events via user
interface (UI) devices. The allowable ALMS UI buttons must, at a bare minimum,
execute the navigation events 'Continue', 'Previous', 'Suspend', and 'Quit'. It is important
to realize that two of these navigation events ('Continue' and 'Previous') enable the learner
to navigate between the SCOs. The other two events either suspend the course or
completely exit the learner out of the course. The player templates are selected by the
Content Administrator during loading of the content into the ALMS repository. The
Administrator has the ability to hide the closing dialog box that contains the exit routines
provided by the LMS.
The ALMS provides a selection of content player templates to choose from when
importing courseware content packages into the ALMS. They are based on the type of
content being loaded. There are two SCORM players – SCORM 1.2 and SCORM 2004.
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An Empty player is offered for launching non-SCORM content and a System Defined
player.
The SCORM 2004 template is dimensioned at 768 x 1024 with a 200 pixel wide Table
of Contents, making the effective content size of 768 x 864.
The SCORM 1.2 template is dimensioned at 400 x 500 with a 200 pixel wide Table of
Contents, making the effective content size of 400 x 300. Content is opened in another
window that is sized by the content itself.
5.1. Launch Ancillary Content In a Separate Window If Possible
Instructional designers should work with the programming team to package additional
learning resources. For example, the learner may need to link to a glossary, references or
help. These additional learning resources should be made to come up in a separate
window from the main courseware window to prevent learner confusion or inability to
navigate back to the course.
5.2. Managing the Child to Parent Window relationships
When a window launches a separate new window, the newly spawned window is known
as the child window, while the originating window is known as the parent window.
If the parent window is closed, any open child windows should be closed as well.
Otherwise, the orphaned windows will be accessible by learners after the player has
closed, leading to possible cheating and other functionality issues. It is possible to use
following JavaScript to close the child window. This is only an example of one possible
way to close the parent window in the ALMS. If JavaScript is not being used then please
refer to the documentation of the ECMAScript language being used in the lesson being
produced.
…
<script type="text/javascript">
childWindow=window.open(“example.html”);
function closeAllchildren() {
childWindow.close();
}
</script>
…
<body onunload="closeAllchildren();">

Reference JavaScript to close child windows provided by The Code Project at
http://www.codeproject.com/Articles/29296/JavaScript-to-close-child-windows
5.3. Graphical User Interface Exit Button
The Army currently uses a standard Graphical User Interface (GUI) template for the
development of much of its courseware. This GUI template has buttons that allow the
learner to navigate within the module, including an exit button.
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5.3.1.

Do Not Use the JavaScript Window.Close() Method

The Saba documentation specifies that if the player window is closed before the
connection to the ALMS has been properly terminated; the ALMS will override any
manual navigation requests and will suspend the course. Thus the courseware may not
properly roll up if the window.close() method is called. This issue also applies if
the learner uses the browser X button.
To address this issue, consider creating and including a custom closing button that will
properly set adl.nav.requests (assuming SCORM 2004 content), do any final
commits and updating, and terminate the ALMS connection via the API when clicked.
5.3.2.

Proper Window Closure on Exit

It is imperative to properly manage the closure of windows within the ALMS
environment. For example, content that launches a child window should properly
manage and maintain that window’s existence in reference to the ALMS Player template
window.
If a child window is closed, it should communicate to the parent window that is has done
so. If a parent window is closed, it should not orphan the child window. Proper closure
functions should be employed so that a child window cannot remain open when a parent
window is closed.
Additionally, management of how a user closes a window should be considered. If a user
closes a browser window using the browser [X] button, the courseware programming
should manage this closure according to the desired outcome required in SCORM.
5.4. Managing the Unplanned Window Exit (Browser Close)
See Section 6 of this document for more information on this topic.
5.5. Graceful Courseware Closure Routine
5.5.1.

Problem

Often when a student closes the course, data that was expected to be stored to the LMS is
not captured correctly or is rejected by the LMS for various reasons. This creates a
problem in a number of ways for the courseware, ranging from sequence corruption,
rollup issues and loss of critical data used inside the course for bookmarking, objectives,
etc.
5.5.2.

Objective

Create a closure routine that will allow the student to shut down the course with the
ability to be informed if the data had trouble being sent to the LMS.
If there is trouble indicated from the LMS, the student is presented the option to try once
more to post the data. If the attempt still fails, then the student has no other option but to
manually close the window and try the course again.
The electronic version is the official approved document.
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5.5.3.

Schema

Figure 5.5.3-1 shows a schema flowchart for a graceful closure routine.

Figure 5.5.3-1 Graceful closure routine flowchart.

5.5.4.

Code Example

NOTE: These files are only used as an example of one approach for implementing a
graceful course closure, and assumes that the courseware uses some version of
SCORM. Actual developmental file needs may be different and might not even use
SCORM.
This example uses three files to handle the exit of the course: (DISCLAIMER)
Index.html
Module.html
Scofunctions2004.js
NOTE: Scofunctions2004.js is the name of the file that defines the JavaScript
SCORM interface in this example. The relevant file name in a real course might
have a different name.
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Index.html
This page handles the launching of the actual content page.
Two functions are added to the page. One is to launch the courseware and give the new
window a name. The other is used to determine if the new child window is closed, should
the parent close before the courseware is closed. This is done to prevent the courseware
from sending any more communications to the API since the API will not be available
and errors will ensue if any further communication attempts persist.
Disclaimer: the following code should be used for demonstration purposes only and not
copied. Each lesson should have customized code depending on the desired outcome and
course structure.
Code:
<SCRIPT language="javascript">
//This course will open a separate window to display the course.
//This is done to allow the course to take advantage of the
// students screen setting.
//By doing this the window must be given a name in order to
//detect when it closes
var courseWindow;
function poponload() {
var left = (screen.width / 2) - (1023 / 2);
var top = (screen.height / 2) - (768 / 1.75);
courseWindow = window.open("MWT_module.html",
"courseWindow", 'toolbar = no, location=no, directories=no,
status=no, menubar=no, scrollbars=no, resizable=no,
copyhistory=no, width=1023, height = 768, top=' + top + ', left='
+ left);
if (window.focus) {
courseWindow.focus();
}
}
//This function will detect if the opened window is still on the
//students screen and send a close command to the child.
function closeChild(){
//check to see if the child is still open
if (typeof(courseWindow) != 'undefined' &&
!courseWindow.closed){
courseWindow.didExit = true;
courseWindow.close()

}
}
</SCRIPT>

The function closeChild() is activated by the onunload event in the <body> tag:
<body bgcolor="#cccccc" onunload="closeChild()">
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Module.html
The module.html page handles most of the closure routines and checking for
communication errors.
The page will use an included file for the Scofuntions2004.js and other API detection to
allow the courseware to find the API and setup the communication initialization.
<script src="js/scofunctions2004.js"
language="javascript"></script>

The function setExit() will determine how to close the course and which function to
call to actually close the course down from the student’s desktop.
Inside this function there is also a small error handling routine to determine the success of
the LMSCommit. Should the error result return a failure then it will attempt to repost the
data two more times and inform the student of an issue.
After the third attempt to commit, the student is presented with a confirmation alert. If the
student decides to stop the post attempt at that point, then the course will close down and
the data is not posted.
Disclaimer: the following code should be used for demonstration purposes only and not
copied. Each lesson should have customized code depending on the desired outcome and
course structure.
CODE:
<script language="javascript">
var didExit = false;
function setExit(closeType){
//CloseType, in this case is referring to where the close
//request is coming from.
//0= from the parent
//1= from the course content exit button
//2= from the onunload event
//3= from browser X or other closure that is out of normalclosure
sent from the course exit button.
switch(closeType) {
case 0:
didExit = true;
break;
case 1:
LMSSetValue("cmi.exit", "normal");
LMSSetValue("adl.nav.request", "exitAll");
commitStat = LMSCommit();
if(commitStat == "true"){
//don’t do anything.
}
else
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{
alert("An error was encountered while
processing the data back to the LMS.
Click ok to retry the exit routine.")
if(attemptCloses <=3){
attemptCloses = attemptCloses +1
setExit(1)
}
else
{
alert("There is a serious error
occurring while trying to post to the LMS.
The post has failed and it appears that
this attempt may lose the attempt data. Please
close the browser window by using the browser X
button. ")
}
}
break;
case 2:
didExit = true;
finalizeTest();
break;
case 3:
//this will reset the status because something
odd happened and the parent closed before
this child.
if(didExit == false){
didExit = true;
LMSSetValue("cmi.completion_status", "incomplete");
LMSSetValue("cmi.success_status", "unknown");
LMSSetValue("cmi.exit", "normal");
LMSSetValue("adl.nav.request", "suspendAll");
commitStat = LMSCommit();
if(commitStat == "true"){
LMSFinish();
top.close();
}
else
{
alert("An error was encountered
while processing the data back to the LMS. Click ok to retry the exit
routine.")
if(attemptCloses <= 3){
attemptCloses = attemptCloses
+1
setExit(3)
}
else
{
alert("There is a serious error
occurring while trying to post to the LMS. The post has failed and it
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appears that this attempt may lose the attempt data. Please close the
browser window by using the browser X button. ")
}
}
}
break;
default:
didExit = true;
}

}
//This function is a generic trap for when a student tries to use
//the browser X button to close.
function goodbye(e) {
if(didExit == false){
if(!e) e = window.event;
//e.cancelBubble is supported by IE this will kill the bubbling process.
e.cancelBubble = true;
e.returnValue = 'To properly leave this
test, you should use the course exit\nbutton located at the end
of the test.\n\nIf you leave before the test is complete, you
will have to \ntake this test from the beginning and your test
results will be lost.'; //This is displayed on the dialog
//e.stopPropagation works in Firefox.
if (e.stopPropagation) {
e.stopPropagation();
e.preventDefault();
}

//e.addEventListener('click',checkExit,true);
}
}
window.onbeforeunload=goodbye;

function checkExit() {
//this happens when the course exit button was
not pressed.
if (didExit == false) {
setExit(3);

}
}

</script>
</head>
<body onload="loadPage();" onunload="checkExit();">
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SCOFUNCTIONS2004.js
This file contains various functions used in the course. The specific alteration added to
this page was to handle the post coming from the course itself to send the finalize
function and determine closure. Adding a commit handler to this function lets the student
know if there was any error sent to the LMS.
Disclaimer: the following code should be used for demonstration purposes only and not
copied. Each lesson should have customized code depending on the desired outcome and
course structure. Code:
Note: commitStat is a global variable that is set from another page used in the closure
routine.
function finalizeTest(){
computeTime();
LMSSetValue("cmi.exit", "normal");
LMSSetValue("adl.nav.request", "exitAll");
commitStat = LMSCommit();
if(commitStat == "true"){
LMSFinish();
top.close();
}
else
{
alert("An error was encountered while processing the data
back to the LMS. Click ok to retry the exit routine.")
if(attemptCloses <=3){
attemptCloses = attemptCloses +1
finalizeTest();
}
else
{
alert("There is a serious error occurring while trying to
post to the LMS. The post has failed and it appears that this
attempt may lose the attempt data. Please close the browser
window by using the browser X button. ")
}
}
return;
}

6. SCORM 2004 WITHIN ALMS
6.1. Rollup Guidelines
6.1.1. adl.nav.request
The best approach for moving between the SCOs in a course is through the
adl.nav.request. If the courseware contains only a single SCO, the only relevant
adl.nav.request features will be the exit type.
The following commands are available for navigating and exiting the course:
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previous – This command prompts the courseware to identify the "previous" logical
learning activity (in relation to the current activity) in the tree
continue – This command prompts the courseware to identify the "next" logical
learning activity (in relation to the current activity) available in the tree
exitALL – This command closes the player window and indicates the current attempt
on the root activity of the tree has finished normally.
suspendAll - This command closes the player window and request to "pause" the
current attempt on the root activity of the tree.




6.2.

Initialization and Termination

The Initialize("") function is used to initiate the communication session. It
allows the LMS to handle LMS specific initialization issues.
Initialize() parameters (all required):


"" - always an empty string

Initialize() return values:



true - returned if communication session initialization was successful as determined
by the LMS
false - returned if the communication session initialization was not successful

A special point to remember for SCORM 1.2 courses within the ALMS, is that if the
SCORM 1.2 courseware does not initialize and commit at least some data before the
course is closed, the course will roll up when the learner exits. To prevent this unwanted
rollup, after the initialization process completes, send a status such as “incomplete” to the
ALMS.
Use the following sequence of actions to close a SCO:
a. Set the final data values and fields that will be sent to the ALMS.
b. Commit the data. This step will ensure that the data is not flagged as
corrupted (dirty data) and that it is processed correctly in the ALMS.
(This step is recommended, but not a requirement. This recommendation
is based on experience that the data is handled more efficiently with this
step within the ALMS.)
c. Call Terminate()- This step concludes the current session with SCO
stopping the communication between the SCO and the ALMS.
6.3. Posting Data
Values that are posted or set to data fields do not become persistent until the courseware
commits the data. For more information on how often to set and commit data to the
ALMS, see Section 6.8.
6.4. Course Status and Exit
When importing and setting up a course in the ALMS, it is good practice to tick the
Content Repository’s “Hide exit options” checkbox. This option will hide the exit popThe electronic version is the official approved document.
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up window that allows the student the options to close the course by either terminating
the attempt or suspending the attempt. These settings also correlate with the manifest.
Example:
<adlnav:presentation>
<adlnav:navigationInterface>
<adlnav:hideLMSUI>previous</adlnav:hideLMSUI>
</adlnav:navigationInterface> </adlnav:presentation>

However, by default, the functionality is already hidden, so generally there is no need to
set the corresponding options within the manifest.
If the student, or a sudden catastrophic event, forces the ALMS Player Template Window
to close without following the proper termination protocol, the ALMS will not allow the
course to roll up, even if the learner has successfully completed all of the necessary
course components. Such cases include closing the player window via the browser’s X
button. In such an event, the ALMS sets the course into a special suspended mode (not to
be confused with the ADL.NAV.REQUEST suspendAll command), and all
adl.nav.request calls will be overridden. This state can have negative
consequences on the course’s sequencing rules and navigation, and upon reinitializing the
courseware, the ALMS may return unexpected data values.
To avoid such situations, set the learner’s completion status in accordance with the
guidelines in this document and the SCORM documentation, and make sure that there is
an obvious GUI exit button or other planned exit mechanism so that the learner will not
need to close out using the browser’s X button. While the ALMS player window can
override adl.nav.request calls as previously discussed, only the courseware itself
should send the learner’s cmi.completion_status and cmi_success statuses to affect the
rollup. If a score is present and a mastery score is noted in either the LMS or in the
imsmanifest, the LMS can affect the rollup and determine the success of the SCO.
When the learner exits the SCO within the ALMS environment, unless the SCO is
implementing sequencing and roll-up rules or utilizing pre and / or post sequencing rules
as specified in the SCORM documentation, it should handle the exit with either
suspendAll or exitAll. Both of these methods will close the ALMS Player
Template Window and allow the ALMS to roll up or not.
To ensure that the browser executes the necessary calls and closing procedures before the
browser closes, include a JavaScript call to onunload()or onbeforeunload() in
the courseware’s main HTML page. The call should include a closure routine to handle
closing events; the contents of the routine is left to the developer’s discretion. If the
courseware does not use any advanced sequencing rules in the code, and if it uses
SCORM 2004, adl.nav.request is the safest approach for securing the learner’s
data.
Here are a few guidelines to remember when determining whether to use suspendAll
or exitAll:


If the learner exits the course normally in the midst of an attempt, use suspendAll
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If the learner is completely finished with the course and is ready to roll it up use
exitAll

If the manifest file correctly handles course closure when sending a “continue” or
“previous” statement, using cmi.exit in conjunction with adl.nav.request will
work as explained in the SCORM 2004 manual.
6.5. Attempts
6.5.1.

Unlimited Launch Attempts

Frequently, courses on the ALMS are designed to allow the learner unlimited launch
attempts. In these scenarios, the learner has as many chances to pass the course as
needed. This state is controlled by the ALMS, or via SCORM.
Unlimited attempts can be seen in three ways:
a. The ALMS User Interface will allow the Course Administrator the ability to set a
limit on how many times the course can be physically launched from the ALMS. For
unlimited attempts this would be set to Attempts on Content Allowed: Unlimited.
Students will see this as a field in the enrollment screen. This will show the number
of attempts consumed and the number of attempts remaining (example: 1 of 3
attempts remaining). This type of attempt control is managed by the ALMS and not
SCORM. More information about this can be found in Saba course management
documentation with regard to the Learning Assignments - Attempts on Content
Allowed: Unlimited.
b. Developers creating courseware content may also desire to give students as many
chances to pass the course as needed. To enable this and allow unlimited attempts,
one approach might be for the courseware to never send a failed status or a score if
there is a mastery score set from the courseware programming. Developers can send
incomplete, but if a failed and a failing score and failed status is sent, this will result
in potential roll-up depending on the exit strategy programmed within the course
package.
c. From another SCORM 2004 aspect, developers may set up attempts on a SCO level
using the imsmanifest file. The manifest can include sequencing in the roll-up rules
to prevent non-successfully completed SCOs from being rolled up. Details on this can
be found in the ADL SCORM manuals.
6.5.2.

SCORM Attempts

Keep in mind that unless the imsmanifest is not using the roll-up to determine the success
of an attempt, sending an exitAll command signifies that the SCO (and possibly the
course) has been completed.
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6.5.3.

Increment Attempts

In order to force the ALMS to increment the number of attempts the learner has made
within the overall attempt, set cmi.exit to normal or “”.
6.5.4.

Mastery Score Precedence

The administrator has the option to add a mastery score level when creating the course or
the offering in the ALMS. If the course sends a score to the ALMS, this score will be
used to validate success of the course or offering. This approach is useful in cases where
the imsmanifest does not contain a mastery score, but the course owner would like to
have the score be validated should the course actually send a score. However, this
manually-set mastery score is overruled if there is a mastery score set in the imsmanifest.
The mastery score set in the imsmanifest file will always be the final determining
validation for any mastery score set for the SCO, regardless of what the administrator has
added to the offering.
6.6. Pre- and Post Test Sequencing
Not all courseware has the same needs and requirements, and sequencing can be a
complicated topic. For guidelines on how to best implement sequencing for specific
courseware needs, refer to the SCORM documentation. For examples of how to
implement sequencing, visit:
http://scorm.com/scorm-explained/technical-scorm/golf-examples/#sequencing
6.7. Suspend Data
6.7.1. Character Limit
SCORM data fields impose a limit on the number of characters that can be committed.
Consult the SCORM documentation for specific details on character limits. The ALMS
adheres to the limits prescribed by the documentation. Additional reference is available
at: http://www.adlnet.gov/capabilities/scorm#tab-learn
6.7.2.

Best Practices

A list of best practices for the frequency and use of suspend data, bookmarks and CMI
interactions is currently being researched. Check the Saba ALMS developer’s
community for future updates.
6.8. SCORM Data Fields Requiring Specific Data Types
For each variable or value passed to a SCORM data field, the value’s data type must
match the data type’s required data type. For example, if a data type requires an integer
value and the courseware attempts to pass a string value, the ALMS will return a
SCORM error.
6.8.1.

Commit Frequency

When data is committed to the ALMS, it is not sent directly to the server. The data is sent
to an intermediary applet on the content server, and there the applet processes the data.
From that point, the data then gets passed to and compiled by servlets on the content
server. Once the data is compiled, the servlets pass it on to the ALMS. Next, the ALMS
parses the data and posts it to the ALMS database. These background operations add a
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significant amount of overhead to the commit process, especially since many users are
concurrently accessing the ALMS and committing and retrieving data. If a course
commits too frequently (after every user click, for example) it adds a heavy burden to the
ALMS’s workload, and the system can become prohibitively sluggish.
At the same time, if a piece of courseware commits too infrequently and the learner needs
to exit early or loses the connection to the ALMS, the learner will lose a significant
amount of progress.
Follow these guidelines when deciding how often a course should commit data to the
ALMS:






Commit after the ALMS connection successfully initializes.
Commit data after major courseware milestones, such as completing a module, or
after a bookmark. Note: bookmarking should be limited to save critical progress data
only. In general, do not bookmark each page; it is considered acceptable for a student
to have to navigate through several pages to return to the last used point in the
courseware, as long as critical events such as completion of a SCO are marked.
Periodically commit at regular, reasonably spaced intervals if the course is long.
About every 15-30 minutes of training is reasonable in many cases.
Send a commit right before the courseware exits and terminates, every time. This
practice will help keep the data from becoming dirty and possibly ruining the
sequencing and roll-up.

6.9. Visible SCOs vs. Invisible SCOs
The “Is Visible” option is not supported in the ALMS at this time.
6.10. Objectives Global to the System
6.10.1. How to Use
To disable global objectives in the courseware, add the following line to the
<organization> (not <Organizations>) level of the manifest:
adlseq:objectivesGlobalToSystem="false"

This setting will ensure that the success status of this SCO will not be used in other
courses using this SCO as part of its tree, unless otherwise specified. If this line is left
out, any course that uses the SCO’s reference ID will receive the primary objective’s
scaled score and success status.
6.10.2. What Not to Do
Do not assume that the global objective setting is automatically set to false, as it is not.
6.11. Branching
The ALMS supports branching based on the ADL SCORM 2004 3rd Edition standards,
which can be referenced at: http://www.adlnet.gov/capabilities/scorm#tab-learn
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6.12. SCORM API Window Depth
6.12.1. Parent/Child/Grandchild
The ALMS API is presented as a nested frame-set. The outermost set is the ALMS
frame-set, while the inner frame-set spawns from the content server. Both frame sets are
in the same security domain. Courseware designers should be aware of this frame
structure; the courseware is inside of a framework, and not within an iFrame.
Courseware code can reference the top frame through a JavaScript call to parent.top.
Do not close any windows with calls to top.close() or parent.top.close(), as
the ALMS Player Template Window detects this closure as a catastrophic shut down and
places the course in a suspended mode and prevents roll up.
6.12.2. Security
Make sure that the relationship between parent and child windows is always properly
concluded. If a parent window closes, all child windows must close as well. Leaving an
orphaned child window open could allow a cheating scenario in which a student accesses
graded content from a prior attempt, without saving the data from that prior attempt. The
student could then start the content, spawning a new child window and using his
responses from the old (and still open) child window to cheat. It is a best practice for
courseware developers to close all windows opened by the courseware when the learner
exits the courseware. This is seen as responsible window management. Leaving windows
open after a courseware package or SCO has terminated will only serve to confuse the
learner. This may be the case when windows lose focus and fall behind other windows.
If courseware content fails to close children windows opened by the courseware, the
student may not know how to interact with this content.
A best practice is to manage the closure of all child windows created by the parent course
content window upon closure of that parent. Child windows should not be left open
when the parent window is closed.
7. COMMON COURSE ERRORS AND PROBLEMS
7.1. JavaScript Errors
JavaScript errors are sometimes overlooked, because they do not spawn a prominent popup error. Developers should make sure to troubleshoot development script with a more
modern browser, such as Firefox, that will provide the ability to debug scripting issues.
Keep an eye out for issues such as:






Timing issues
Object not found errors
Duplicate functions
Missing functions
Incorrect data types

Debugging Tip: JavaScript errors are usually not indicated by a prominent popup in web
browsers. In Internet Explorer, look at the bottom left-hand corner of the browser page
for a small yellow triangle icon with a black exclamation point in the center. Click on the
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icon for more detailed information about the error. Figure 7.1-1 is an example of what
the error icon will look like in Internet Explorer.

Figure 6.12.2-1 JavaScript Error Icon – IE.

In Firefox developers can access information about JavaScript errors by clicking on Tools
-> Error Console.
Debugging Tip: Most modern browsers also have more extensive debugging tools
available for use as well. Internet Explorer has a set of developer tools that can be
accessed by pressing F12 within an open browser window. Firefox’s Firebug tool
provides detailed debugging and web tracking information; enable the tool by clicking on
the gray insect icon in the top right of the browser window (see Figure 7.1-2). A
lightweight version of Firebug, called Firebug Lite, is also available for Internet Explorer,
but with reduced functionality. Developers should check the official sites of specific
browser vendors for the latest and most complete documentation on available debugging
tools for JavaScript and HTML.

Figure 6.12.2-2 Firebug Icon – Firefox.
Notice the gray bug icon and drop-down menu to the right of the house/homepage icon.

In addition to browser specific debugging tools, web traffic monitoring software such as
Fiddler are useful for debugging JavaScript and HTML. A web search can provide a
more extensive set of options for additional debugging tools.
7.2. HTML Errors
Consider using web debugging software to investigate issues with page loading and
HTML errors. Use this software while testing the course to make sure that the
courseware is not missing any files or that there are no communication problems between
the course and the ALMS. The debugging software can be used to detect the following
issues, among others. Software for debugging is outside of the scope of this document
and is left to the discretion of the developer. An internet search on Web Debugging
Software will yield several results.
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7.2.1.

404/Not Found Errors

HTTP 404 or Not Found errors occur when a linked resource is missing or incorrectly
referenced, but the client was able to communicate with the server. In 404 cases, the
problem is not with the ALMS, but rather that a linked resource was called by the wrong
name or was missing.
7.2.2.

500 Internal Server Error

A generic error code that indicates an issue with the ALMS server, but does not provide
any specific indication. This error code usually happens because the ALMS is down for
some reason, and implicates the server itself, rather than the courseware, as the source of
the error.
7.2.3.

408 Request Timeout

This error indicates that the server timed out while waiting for a request from the
courseware. The error implies that the courseware took too long making a response to
the server.
7.2.4.

403 Forbidden

This error indicates that the courseware requested access to a file or page to which the
server will not allow access.
7.2.5.

401 Access Denied

This error occurs when the user tries to access a resource that requires authentication, but
did not provide correct credentials.
7.2.6.

Communication Errors

A data post or referenced function can result in an error response that normal debug or
exception handling does not reveal. Code in the course may not detect this or handle it,
but troubleshooting software such as Fiddler can help developers to identify where data
communications breakdown and present problems. Error types will vary depending on
the type of communication issue. There are a variety of possible error types, such as
general exceptions, data type mismatches, and other problems.
7.2.7.

Latency Issues

Latency issues occur when large files take a long time to load, when data
communications take longer than expected, or in other such situations where operations
are slow to complete. These issues can result in a variety of error types, depending on
which sections of code that are related to the observed latency. Use a software tool to
watch the HTTP Post/Header data. There are available tools that allow developers to see
exactly how long communication is taking, the time it takes to get data back, and the time
it takes to load large files.
This particular error is commonly seen when using Flash as a prime component of
courseware or to facilitate communications where timing is critical.
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7.3. Flash Errors
Flash errors can occur within courseware and cause issue with course communication,
course status, and other related courses states within the ALMS. Most common Flash
errors will need to be fixed within the source .fla file that a .swf file is generated from.
For this reason it is best to test Flash content in the ALMS CTE incrementally during the
development of a courseware package, in order to catch errors before development
reaches end phase Alpha, Beta, or Government Acceptance Testing (GAT). Flash errors
can be difficult to diagnose in standard browsers because neither the Flash player plug-in
nor the browser itself spawn a prominent error message.
Debugging Tip: The Adobe Flash IDE (integrated development environment) includes a
built-in debugging tool that will print error messages in a log as they occur. However,
this tool will need to be utilized by an experienced Adobe Flash developer. Also, the
debugger is not available when the compiled Adobe Flash file runs outside of the IDE,
including within a web browser.
In order to better diagnose Flash errors in the browser, install the Flash debug player
plug-in for any target browsers. The debug player will print a text log that will detail any
Flash errors that occur, as well as any calls to the trace() method. Check Adobe’s
official site for the latest version of the debug player, as well as instructions on how to
install it.
The trace() method prints text to Flash’s built-in output log, as well as the log
generated by the debug player. Strategically placed calls to trace() within the code
can help to track variable values and other information.
7.3.1. Error #1009: Cannot Access A Property Or Method of A Null Object
Reference
See Figure 7.3.1-1 for the Type Error.

Figure 7.3.1-1 Type Error.

This Flash error represents that Flash attempted to access an object that does not yet exist,
that was not initialized, or that is currently null. A good rule of thumb for diagnosing this
issue would be to start by using the Flash debugger, which will allow the developer to see
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a stack trace to where the Flash error(s) occur. An experienced Flash developer will need
to debug this issue as noted earlier in the debugging section. Please note that this error
will only be shown when using Actionscript 3.0.
Also note that latency issues may lead to #1009 errors, if the compiled Flash file attempts
to use or operate on data retrieved from the server side. For further documentation on
1009 and other Flash errors, please visit the Adobe Flash developer website.
7.3.2.

A Script In This Movie Is Causing Adobe Flash Player To Run Slowly

This error is indicated by a pop-up message in the web browser. The error indicates that
the Flash component of the courseware is running slowly for some reason. One common
cause of this issue is infinite loops somewhere in the Flash code.
The pop-up dialogue message gives the user the option to abort the script. Note that if
the script is aborted, in most cases the rest of the Flash movie will subsequently not work
correctly.
7.4. SCORM Errors
During courseware development, developers may encounter a variety of SCORM errors.
This section lists some examples of common SCORM errors. The list is not
comprehensive. See the ADL website at http://www.adlnet.org for detailed
documentation on SCORM and relevant errors.
Common SCORM errors include:









General Commit Failure
Store Data/Retrieve Data/Commit/Termination Before Initialization
Store Data/Retrieve Data/Commit/Termination After Termination
Undefined Data Model Element
Already Initialized
Content Instance Terminated
Data Model Element Type Mismatch
General Exception

Debugging Tip: In most cases, the browser will notify the user with a pop-up error
message if a SCORM error occurs. To get more detailed information, check the ALMS’s
communication log. The communication log is available when the courseware is run in
the ALMS’s preview mode in the content repository.
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Appendix A – Acronyms and Glossary
ACCP (Army Correspondence Course Program) - The United States Army Training
and Doctrine Command service school curriculum’s formal nonresident/distance learning
extension.
ADC (Army Developers Corner) - A planned online portal that will provide links to
development information for developers of ALMS courseware.
ADL (Advanced Distributed Learning) - A DoD initiative to establish and standardized
education and training delivery and management.
Adobe Acrobat - A family of application software developed by Adobe Systems to view,
create, manipulate, print and manage files in Portable Document Format (PDF).
Adobe Cold Fusion - A web application development platform. ColdFusion was
originally designed to make it easier to connect simple HTML pages to a database. It
became a full platform that included an IDE (Integrated Development Environment) in
addition to a full scripting language and now includes advanced features for enterprise
integration and development of rich Internet applications.
Adobe Flash - A multimedia platform used to add animation, video and interactivity to
web pages.
AEI (Army Enterprise Infrastructure) - The systems and networks that comprise the
LandWarNet.
AGM (Army Gold Master) - The program responsible for the release of the Army
Standard Baseline Configurations for commonly used computing environment within the
Army Enterprise Infrastructure.
AKO (Army Knowledge Online) - A secure online portal that provides information and
services to Army and DoD personnel.
ALMS (Army Learning Management System) - A web-based information system that
delivers training to Soldiers, manages training information, provides training
collaboration, scheduling, and career planning capabilities in both resident and nonresident training environments. Additionally, the ALMS assists Army trainers and
training managers in conducting and managing the training of Soldiers and DA civilians
throughout their Army careers. Using the ALMS, Army personnel can access training
from anywhere they have access to a computer and the Internet.
ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) - A character
encoding scheme. ASCII character encoding provides a standard way to represent
characters using numeric codes. These include upper and lower-case English letters,
numbers, and punctuation symbols.
ATCT (Army Training and Certification Tracking System) - A DoD system that
allows managers capabilities to assign and track training for Army personnel.
ATHD (Army Training Help Desk) - A resource for Army personnel to access help and
support for technical issues. This service is restricted to users with an AKO account.
ATRRS (Army Training Requirements and Resources System) - A system used for
tracking, assigning and scheduling training for Army personnel.
ATSC (Army Training Support Center) - A field operating activity of the U.S. Army
Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) that manages, plans, integrates,
implements, and sustains specific Training Support System (TSS) programs, products,
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services, and facilities that support training across all training domains, TRADOC's core
missions, and the Army.
Authorware - An application used for creating interactive programs that can integrate a
range of multimedia content, particularly e-learning applications.
Bandwidth - A measure for the speed (amount of data) that can be sent through an
Internet connection. The more bandwidth, the faster the connection.
BKM (Best Known Methods) - A collection of approaches and methods that are
considered to be the most effective approaches to achieving a specific goal.
BRBP (Army Business Rules and Best Practices) - An ATSC produced reference
document for the development and coding of SCORM compliant software. It is based on
the lessons ATSC has learned from the testing of SCORM compliant courseware.
CAT (Combined Arms Center) - An institution that provides leadership and guidance
for military and civilian education.
CDR (Critical Design Document) - The final draft of a written description of a software
product. It provides guidance and a description of the software architecture.
CGI (Common Gateway Interface) - A set of rules for running scripts and programs on
a web server. It specifies what information is communicated between the web server and
clients' web browsers and how the information is transmitted.
Configuration - Refers to the technical specifications of a computer. These specs
typically include processor speed, the amount of RAM, hard drive space, and the type of
video card in the machine.
Cookie - Also known as an HTTP cookie, web cookie or browser cookie, is used for an
origin website to send state information to a user's browser and for the browser to return
the state information to the origin site. The state information can be used for
authentication, identification of a user’s session, user's preferences, shopping cart
contents or anything else that can be accomplished through storing text data on the user's
computer.
Courseware - A term that combines the words ‘course’ and ‘software’ in reference to the
educational field. Courseware is training content that is specifically developed for
delivery to students using electronic means.
Courseware Engineer - A person who applies a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable
approach to the development, operation and maintenance of software that is specifically
developed for delivery to students using electronic means.
Courseware Tester - A person who assesses courseware focusing on the content,
functionality, delivery methods and/or documentation to identify defects, if any.
CSC (Customer Service Center) - A type of staffed location that is equipped to receive
and respond to help and support requests from customers and users. PD DLS provides the
ALMS CSC for support of courseware proponents and training managers in testing,
fielding, and sustaining courseware on the ALMS. Note: the ATHD is the user help desk,
and focuses more on student issues.
CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) - A W3C recommended language for defining style (such
as font, size, color, spacing, etc.) for web documents.
CTE (Content Test Environment) - An ALMS Information Technology Environment
for use by developers and testers to test courseware in a diagnostic environment.
Learners do not have access to this system.
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DA (Department of Army) Civilian: - A Government employee employed by the US
Army.
Database - Data stored in a computer in such a way that a computer program can easily
retrieve and manipulate the data.
DTF (Digital Training Facility) - An on-base designated training facility in which
Soldiers, and DA civilians may take online courseware. The facilities include high speed
internet connectivity and video conferencing.
DoD (Department of Defense) - The United States federal department charged with
overseeing and coordinating the United States’ defense operations.
ECMA Script - A language widely used for client-side scripting on the web, in the form
of several well-known dialects such as JavaScript.
Fiddler - A Web Debugging Proxy which logs all HTTP(S) traffic between a computer
and the Internet. Fiddler allows developers to inspect traffic, set breakpoints, and "fiddle"
with incoming or outgoing data.
Flickr - An image hosting and video hosting website, web services suite, and online
community.
FOUO (For Official Use Only) - A DoD security designation. FOUO system access
requires CAC authentication.
GFE (Government Furnished Equipment) - Government-owned computers and other
equipment that can be provided to government workers and contractors. The government
retains ownership of the equipment, and users, including contractors, must agree to
follow government user guidelines and regulations.
GFEBS (General Fund Enterprise Business System) - A project office of the US
Army’s PEO EIS. This project office provides the Army’s new web-enabled financial,
asset and accounting management system that standardizes, streamlines and shares
critical data across the Active Army, the Army National Guard and the Army Reserve.
GFI (Government Furnished Information) - In terms of courseware, the set of
information, data, and assets provided by a government agency, to be used as a basis for
and supplement for courseware. The developer must adhere to contractual requirements,
which usually includes that they shall not make any changes to the GFI without approval
from the providing agency.
GUI (Graphical User Interface) - A term that refers to the graphical interface of a
computer that allows users to click and drag objects with a mouse or other input device
instead of entering text at a command line.
Hits - The number of times a web object (page or picture) has been viewed or
downloaded.
Home Page - The top-level (main) page of a website. The default page displayed when a
user visits a website.
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) - The language of the web. HTML is a set of
tags that are used to define the content, layout and the formatting of the web document.
Web browsers use the HTML tags to define how to display the text.
Internet - A world wide information technology network connecting millions of
computers.
IP Address (Internet Protocol Address) - A unique number identifying every computer
on the Internet (e.g. 123.123.22.240).
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ISD (Instructional Systems Designer) - An individual who utilizes learning
methodology to develop learning systems and instructional content.
JavaScript - A programming language that can be integrated into standard HTML pages.
While JavaScript is based on the Java syntax, it is a scripting language, and therefore
cannot be used to create stand-alone programs.
JROTC - (Junior Reserve Officers' Training Corps) - A Federal program sponsored
by the United States Armed Forces in high schools across the United States.
JQuery - A subset of JavaScript libraries used by web developers to navigate HTML
documents, handle events and perform animations.
LMS (Learning Management System) - A software application that is used for the
centralized administration, delivery, and tracking of learning content. Learning
Management Systems typically enable learner self-service and feature online training
delivery.
Microsoft Silverlight - A free web-browser plug-in that enables interactive media
experiences, rich business applications and immersive mobile apps.
Mobile Learning - A form of educational delivery that uses portable technologies
including, but not limited to, handheld computers, MP3 players, notebooks and mobile
phones.
Module - An independent unit that can be combined with others and easily rearranged,
replaced, or interchanged to form different structures or systems.
PDF (Portable Document Format) - A document file format developed by Adobe. Most
often used for text documents.
PEO EIS (Program Executive Officer, Enterprise Information Systems) - A
government office that develops, acquires and deploys seamless enterprise-wide
information technology systems with full Life-Cycle support for the Warfighter and
Business Enterprise.
PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) - An HTML-embedded web scripting language that can
be inserted into the HTML of a web page.
Picasa - An image organizer and image viewer for organizing and editing digital photos,
plus an integrated photo-sharing website.
PII (Personally Identifiable Information) - Information that can be used to uniquely
identify, contact, or locate a single person or can be used with other sources to uniquely
identify a single individual. Courseware is prohibited from containing PII by Army
policy, and PD DLS will not field courseware that contains PII.
Platform - A computer's operating system, including examples such as Windows, Linux,
or OS X.
Proxy Server - A server that all computers on the local network have to go through
before accessing information on the Internet. By using a proxy server, an organization
can improve the network performance and filter what users connected to the network can
access.
Roll Up - The completion of a process step that triggers another process action.
Specifically for the ALMS, this refers to the completion of a training object which does
not post properly in the system, which then causes some incomplete processing or
inaccurate result, such as failure to “roll up” and post properly on the Transcript and/or
Detailed Training Record. Failure of content to roll up properly can be attributed to one
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of multiple root causes, including courseware code problems, network latency, or in more
rare cases, failure of ALMS to properly process the transaction.
SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference Model) - A set of technical standards
for e-learning software products. SCORM tells programmers how to write their code so
that it can “play well” with other e-learning software and governs how online learning
content and Learning Management Systems (LMSs) communicate with each other.
Script - A computer script is a list of commands that are executed by a certain program
or scripting engine. Scripts may be used to automate processes on a local computer or to
generate web pages on the web.
Search Engine - Computer program used to search and catalog (index) the millions of
pages of available information on the web. Common search engines are Google and
Foxfire.
TADLP (The Army Distributed Learning Program) - A part of the ATSC whose
mission is to improve Army readiness by providing rigorous, relevant, and tailored
distributed training and education to Soldiers, Leaders, and Army Civilians anytime
anywhere from a responsive and accessible delivery capability.
TOMA (Training Operations Management Activity) - A part of TRADOC that plans,
coordinates, and manages documenting, programming, scheduling, logistic management,
and training management operations for Army courses conducted in the TASS during
peacetime and mobilization.
TRAS (Training Requirements Analysis System) - An automated IT system that
supports the Army’s planning process for training the force.
TRADOC (Training and Doctrine Command) - A command of the United States
Army headquartered at Fort Eustis, Virginia. It is charged with overseeing training of
Army forces, the development of operational doctrine, and the development and
procurement of new weapons systems.
XML (Extensible Markup Language) - A markup language for documents containing
structured information. XML allows developers to create a database of information
without having an actual database.
UNIX - A common operating system for web servers.
URL (Uniform Resource Locator) - A web address. The standard way to address web
documents (pages) on the Internet (example: http://www.w3schools.com).
Vimeo - A video-sharing website on which users can upload, share and view videos.
Virtual World Learning - Engaging, stimulating spaces where students can meet online
for normal class activities including lectures, discussions, case studies, projects, papers,
exams and labs.
YouTube - A video sharing service that allows users to watch videos posted by other
users and upload videos of their own.
Web Address - The same as an URL or URI. See URL.
Web Browser - A software program used to display web pages.
Web Host - A web server that "hosts" web services like providing website space to
companies or individuals.
Web Page - A document (normally an HTML file) designed to be distributed over the
Web.
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Web Services - Software components and applications running on web servers. The
server provides these services to other computers, browsers or individuals, using standard
communication protocols.
Website - A collection of related web pages belonging to a company or an individual.
Window (Parent, Child and Grandchild) - A set of windows that have a hierarchical
spawning relationship. The application window is the parent of the control window. The
parent window provides the coordinate system used for positioning an additional window
when opened, referred to as a child window. When another window is opened within the
child window it is known as a grandchild window.
Windows Display Driver Model (WDDM) - The graphic driver architecture for video
card drivers running Microsoft Windows versions beginning with Windows Vista.
WWW (World Wide Web) - A global network of computers using the internet to
exchange web documents.
Zip - A "zipped" or compressed file. On a computer file system, the extension for a
zipped file is “.zip.” There are other file compression formats in addition to zipped files.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.
Purpose
This Articulate Guidelines and Best Practices document has been compiled to provide
guidance for courseware developers or programmers who will be developing courseware
for the ALMS using the Articulate development tool. It provides guidance on courseware
issues related to the validation and testing of content on both the ALMS Production and
ALMS Content Test Environment (CTE), specific to the Articulate development
software. Articulate developers should consult both this document and the ALMS
Developers Standards, Guidelines and Best Practices document throughout the
courseware design and creation process. As this document is not an exhaustive guide for
using Articulate, developers should also consult the necessary documentation and help
manual for the Articulate software, provided by the manufacturer. Neither PM-DLS nor
the preparers of this document are affiliated with Articulate or the manufacturer.
1.2.
Intended Audience
Courseware developers and programmers are the primary intended audience of the
Articulate Guidelines and Best Practices document. This document is meant to augment
existing official Articulate documentation, with specific guidance regarding development
for the ALMS. As such, it should be used in conjunction with the ALMS Developers
Standards, Guidelines and Best Practices document. Many of the sections reference code
and technical aspects that require a background in content or courseware development
from a distributed learning perspective. The document also makes reference to the
Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM), JavaScript, and general web-based
programming and design aspects. While it targets experienced content developers, it can
also be used as reference for Instructional Systems Designers (ISD's), content or
courseware testers, Project or Technical managers and leads, and anyone planning to
produce and /or test Articulate content for use on the ALMS.
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2. ARTICULATE PRESENTER
2.1.

Options and Settings

2.1.1.

Presenter Player Setup

Figure 2.1.1-1 Player Templates window.

As shown in Figure 2.1.1-1, the developer should select the “Exit tab” checkbox in the
Presenter player settings. This action is essential for each Presenter course on the Army
Learning Management System (ALMS). The Exit tab will allow the student to exit the
course without having to use the browser X button, which is important because the
ALMS player will automatically suspend courseware status from roll-up when the
content is exited via the browser X button. Enabling an exit tab for the content will
ensure a way to prevent this automatic suspension status.
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All other details and configuration options in the various tabs regarding the player are
configurable by the developer and do not impact the course communication or roll-up.
These settings may be configured according to the specific courseware requirements.
2.1.2.

Add Notes

There is a bug in Presenter regarding speaker notes. This issue is found in all versions of
Presenter, including the latest version as of this writing, 9.0. When constructing a course,
make sure to add a place-holder note inside the note region of the PowerPoint slide. Even
if there is not a speaker note, add a placeholder text (see Figure 2.1.2-1). This action will
create the file when the course is published and eliminate the 404 error when the course is
launched.

Figure 2.1.2-1 Add placeholder text to the speaker notes.

If there is no note added, the note page will not be created. However, when the course
launches, the course script will be looking for a note page regardless, and if no page is
found, there will be a resultant 404 error on the page, as well as some brief latency in the
page launch. Latency can be a problem with Presenter and this issue has been seen to
cause some issues with large courses stalling when it loads.
2.1.3.

Names and Titles

When creating the course in Presenter do not use spaces or non alpha-numeric characters
in the title, as they can sometimes create issues with the imsmanifest identifier that is
created during publishing. Also refrain from using extended ASCII characters, since they
can cause issues with loading courseware into the ALMS. Extended ASCII characters are
any characters in with a code ranging from 128-255. See Table 2.1.3-1 for a list of
characters within the extended ASCII range.
There are several different variations of the 8-bit ASCII table. Table 2.1.3-1 is in
accordance with ISO 8859-1, also called ISO Latin-1. Codes 129-159 contain the
Microsoft® Windows Latin-1 extended characters.
Table 2.1.3-1 Extended ASCII Characters.
DEC OCT HEX

HTML

HTML

Number

Name

€

&#128;

&euro;

‚

&#130;

BIN

Symbol

128

200

80

10000000

129

201

81

10000001

130

202

82

10000010

Description
Euro sign

&sbquo; Single low-9 quotation mark
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DEC OCT HEX

BIN

Symbol

HTML

HTML

Number

Name
&fnof;

Description

131

203

83

10000011

ƒ

&#131;

132

204

84

10000100

„

&#132;

Latin small letter f with hook

133

205

85

10000101

…

&#133;

134

206

86

10000110

†

&#134;

&dagger; Dagger

135

207

87

10000111

‡

&#135;

&Dagger; Double dagger

136

210

88

10001000

ˆ

&#136;

137

211

89

10001001

‰

&#137;

&permil; Per mille sign

138

212

8A

10001010

Š

&#138;

&Scaron; Latin capital letter S with caron

139

213

8B

10001011

‹

&#139;

&lsaquo; Single left-pointing angle
quotation

140

214

8C

10001100

Œ

&#140;

141

215

8D

10001101

142

216

8E

10001110

Ž

&#142;

143

217

8F

10001111

144

220

90

10010000

145

221

91

10010001

‘

&#145;

&lsquo;

146

222

92

10010010

’

&#146;

&rsquo; Right single quotation mark

147

223

93

10010011

“

&#147;

&ldquo;

148

224

94

10010100

”

&#148;

&rdquo; Right double quotation mark

149

225

95

10010101

•

&#149;

150

226

96

10010110

–

&#150;

&ndash; En dash

151

227

97

10010111

—

&#151;

&mdash; Em dash

152

230

98

10011000

˜

&#152;

&tilde;

Small tilde

153

231

99

10011001

™

&#153;

&trade;

Trade mark sign

154

232

9A

10011010

š

&#154;

&scaron; Latin small letter S with caron

155

233

9B

10011011

›

&#155;

&rsaquo; Single right-pointing angle
quotation mark

156

234

9C

10011100

œ

&#156;

157

235

9D

10011101

158

236

9E

10011110

ž

&#158;

159

237

9F

10011111

Ÿ

&#159;

&yuml;

Latin capital letter Y with
diaeresis

160

240

A0

10100000

&#160;

&nbsp;

Non-breaking space

161

241

A1

10100001

¡

&#161;

&iexcl;

Inverted exclamation mark

162

242

A2

10100010

¢

&#162;

&cent;

Cent sign

163

243

A3

10100011

£

&#163;

&pound; Pound sign

164

244

A4

10100100

¤

&#164;

&curren; Currency sign

165

245

A5

10100101

¥

&#165;

166

246

A6

10100110

¦

&#166;

167

247

A7

10100111

§

&#167;

168

250

A8

10101000

¨

169

251

A9

10101001

©

170

252

AA

10101010

ª

&bdquo; Double low-9 quotation mark
&hellip;

&circ;

&OElig;

Horizontal ellipsis

Modifier letter circumflex accent

Latin capital ligature OE
Latin capital letter Z with caron

&bull;

&oelig;

Left single quotation mark
Left double quotation mark
Bullet

Latin small ligature oe
Latin small letter z with caron

&yen;

Yen sign

&brvbar; Pipe, Broken vertical bar
&sect;

Section sign

&#168;

&uml;

Spacing diaeresis - umlaut

&#169;

&copy;

Copyright sign

&#170;

&ordf;

Feminine ordinal indicator
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DEC OCT HEX

BIN

Symbol

HTML

HTML

Number

Name

Description

171

253

AB

10101011

«

&#171;

&laquo;

172

254

AC

10101100

¬

&#172;

&not;

Left double angle quotes
Not sign

173

255

AD

10101101

&#173;

&shy;

Soft hyphen

174

256

AE

10101110

®

&#174;

&reg;

Registered trade mark sign

175

257

AF

10101111

¯

&#175;

&macr;

Spacing macron - overline

176

260

B0

10110000

°

&#176;

&deg;

177

261

B1

10110001

±

&#177;

178

262

B2

10110010

²

&#178;

179

263

B3

10110011

³

180

264

B4

10110100

´

181

265

B5

10110101

182

266

B6

10110110

183

267

B7

184

270

B8

185

271

186

272

187

273

BB

188

274

BC

189

275

190
191

Degree sign

&plusmn; Plus-or-minus sign
&sup2;

Superscript two - squared

&#179;

&sup3;

Superscript three - cubed

&#180;

&acute;

Acute accent - spacing acute

µ

&#181;

&micro;

Micro sign

¶

&#182;

&para;

Pilcrow sign - paragraph sign

10110111

·

&#183;

10111000

¸

&#184;

B9

10111001

¹

BA

10111010

º

10111011

»

&#187;

&raquo; Right double angle quotes

10111100

¼

&#188;

&frac14; Fraction one quarter

BD

10111101

½

&#189;

&frac12; Fraction one half

276

BE

10111110

¾

&#190;

&frac34; Fraction three quarters

277

BF

10111111

¿

&#191;

&iquest; Inverted question mark

192

300

C0

11000000

À

&#192;

&Agrave; Latin capital letter A with grave

193

301

C1

11000001

Á

&#193;

&Aacute; Latin capital letter A with acute

194

302

C2

11000010

Â

&#194;

&Acirc;

195

303

C3

11000011

Ã

&#195;

&Atilde; Latin capital letter A with tilde

196

304

C4

11000100

Ä

&#196;

&Auml;

Latin capital letter A with
diaeresis

197

305

C5

11000101

Å

&#197;

&Aring;

Latin capital letter A with ring
above

198

306

C6

11000110

Æ

&#198;

&AElig;

Latin capital letter AE

199

307

C7

11000111

Ç

&#199;

&Ccedil; Latin capital letter C with cedilla

200

310

C8

11001000

È

&#200;

&Egrave; Latin capital letter E with grave

201

311

C9

11001001

É

&#201;

&Eacute; Latin capital letter E with acute

202

312

CA

11001010

Ê

&#202;

&Ecirc;

Latin capital letter E with
circumflex

203

313

CB

11001011

Ë

&#203;

&Euml;

Latin capital letter E with
diaeresis

204

314

CC

11001100

Ì

&#204;

&Igrave; Latin capital letter I with grave

205

315

CD

11001101

Í

&#205;

&Iacute; Latin capital letter I with acute

206

316

CE

11001110

Î

&#206;

&Icirc;

Latin capital letter I with
circumflex

207

317

CF

11001111

Ï

&#207;

&Iuml;

Latin capital letter I with
diaeresis

&middot; Middle dot - Georgian comma
&cedil;

Spacing cedilla

&#185;

&sup1;

Superscript one

&#186;

&ordm;

Masculine ordinal indicator

Latin capital letter A with
circumflex
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DEC OCT HEX

BIN

Symbol

HTML

HTML

Number

Name
&ETH;

Description

208

320

D0

11010000

Ð

&#208;

209

321

D1

11010001

Ñ

&#209;

&Ntilde; Latin capital letter N with tilde

210

322

D2

11010010

Ò

&#210;

&Ograve; Latin capital letter O with grave

211

323

D3

11010011

Ó

&#211;

&Oacute; Latin capital letter O with acute

212

324

D4

11010100

Ô

&#212;

&Ocirc;

213

325

D5

11010101

Õ

&#213;

&Otilde; Latin capital letter O with tilde

214

326

D6

11010110

Ö

&#214;

&Ouml;

Latin capital letter O with
diaeresis

215

327

D7

11010111

×

&#215;

&times;

Multiplication sign

216

330

D8

11011000

Ø

&#216;

&Oslash; Latin capital letter O with slash

217

331

D9

11011001

Ù

&#217;

&Ugrave; Latin capital letter U with grave

218

332

DA

11011010

Ú

&#218;

&Uacute; Latin capital letter U with acute

219

333

DB

11011011

Û

&#219;

&Ucirc;

Latin capital letter U with
circumflex

220

334

DC

11011100

Ü

&#220;

&Uuml;

Latin capital letter U with
diaeresis

221

335

DD

11011101

Ý

&#221;

&Yacute; Latin capital letter Y with acute

222

336

DE

11011110

Þ

&#222;

&THORN; Latin capital letter THORN

223

337

DF

11011111

ß

&#223;

224

340

E0

11100000

à

&#224;

&agrave; Latin small letter a with grave

225

341

E1

11100001

á

&#225;

&aacute; Latin small letter a with acute

226

342

E2

11100010

â

&#226;

&acirc;

Latin small letter a with
circumflex

227

343

E3

11100011

ã

&#227;

&atilde;

Latin small letter a with tilde

228

344

E4

11100100

ä

&#228;

&auml;

Latin small letter a with diaeresis

229

345

E5

11100101

å

&#229;

&aring;

Latin small letter a with ring
above

230

346

E6

11100110

æ

&#230;

&aelig;

Latin small letter ae

231

347

E7

11100111

ç

&#231;

&ccedil; Latin small letter c with cedilla

232

350

E8

11101000

è

&#232;

&egrave; Latin small letter e with grave

233

351

E9

11101001

é

&#233;

&eacute; Latin small letter e with acute

234

352

EA

11101010

ê

&#234;

235

353

EB

11101011

ë

&#235;

236

354

EC

11101100

ì

&#236;

&igrave; Latin small letter i with grave

237

355

ED

11101101

í

&#237;

&iacute; Latin small letter i with acute

238

356

EE

11101110

î

&#238;

&icirc;

Latin small letter i with
circumflex

239

357

EF

11101111

ï

&#239;

&iuml;

Latin small letter i with diaeresis

240

360

F0

11110000

ð

&#240;

&eth;

Latin small letter eth

241

361

F1

11110001

ñ

&#241;

&ntilde;

242

362

F2

11110010

ò

&#242;

&szlig;

Latin capital letter ETH

Latin capital letter O with
circumflex

Latin small letter sharp s - esszed

&ecirc;

Latin small letter e with
circumflex

&euml;

Latin small letter e with diaeresis

Latin small letter n with tilde

&ograve; Latin small letter o with grave
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DEC OCT HEX

BIN

Symbol

HTML

HTML

Number

Name

Description

243

363

F3

11110011

ó

&#243;

244

364

F4

11110100

ô

&#244;

&ocirc;

Latin small letter o with
circumflex

245

365

F5

11110101

õ

&#245;

&otilde;

Latin small letter o with tilde

246

366

F6

11110110

ö

&#246;

&ouml;

Latin small letter o with diaeresis

247

367

F7

11110111

÷

&#247;

&divide; Division sign

248

370

F8

11111000

ø

&#248;

&oslash; Latin small letter o with slash

249

371

F9

11111001

ù

&#249;

&ugrave; Latin small letter u with grave

250

372

FA

11111010

ú

&#250;

&uacute; Latin small letter u with acute

251

373

FB

11111011

û

&#251;

252

374

FC

11111100

ü

&#252;

253

375

FD

11111101

ý

&#253;

254

376

FE

11111110

þ

&#254;

&thorn;

Latin small letter thorn

255

377

FF

11111111

ÿ

&#255;

&yuml;

Latin small letter y with diaeresis

2.2.

Publishing

2.2.1.

Publishing Settings

&oacute; Latin small letter o with acute

&ucirc;

Latin small letter u with
circumflex

&uuml;

Latin small letter u with diaeresis

&yacute; Latin small letter y with acute

There are two forms to configure when publishing the Presenter course, the first form and
the “Reporting and Tracking” form.
When the course is ready to publish select the Articulate option from the toolbar and
select Publish. Articulate will launch the Publisher Wizard and display a set of tabs to
select from. In this case select the LMS tab, as in Figures 2.2.1-1 and 2.2.1-2.

The electronic version is the official approved document.
Verify this is the correct version before use.
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Figure 2.2.1-1 LMS configuration screen.

The electronic version is the official approved document.
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Figure 2.2.1-2 Choose the appropriate SCORM version.

The next step is to determine the type of reporting and tracking settings that the course
will be using. Click on the “Reporting and Tracking” button, as in Figure 2.2.1-3.

The electronic version is the official approved document.
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Figure 2.2.1-3 "Reporting and Tracking Options" screen.

Double-check the settings on this page to make sure the course is using SCORM 2004 3rd
edition. Enter the title, if it is not already filled in, and note that the “Title” fields on this
screen can include spaces. The player in the ALMS will display these titles in the Table
of Contents as they appear on this settings screen, so spaces are allowed. Double-check
the “Identifier” field to make sure it is correct, and remember that unlike the title, it
cannot include spaces.
The LMS Reporting will be addressed in part 2 of this addendum.
Next, click on the “Tracking” tab to select if the course should send the status based on
either a Quizmaker score or the count of slides. Understand that if the student is allowed
The electronic version is the official approved document.
Verify this is the correct version before use.
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to select slides randomly and the course is set to complete when a set amount of slides
have been reviewed, it is possible that the course may be completed without the student
viewing the entire course. When using the score option the Presenter publisher does not
add a mastery score in the imsmanifest.xml. This point may become important later.
2.2.2.

SCORM Responses and LMS Outcome

This section will walk through each of the possible reporting and tracking scenarios that
Presenter can define when publishing. These settings are found in the “LMS Reporting”
section of the “Reporting” tab, shown in Figure 2.2.2-1.

Figure 2.2.2-1 "Reporting and Tracking Options" screen.

The electronic version is the official approved document.
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The following are the four options and the details of how they operate within the course
and the ALMS.
2.2.2.1.

Course Pass and Incomplete

This option would serve best for courses that will either contain a quiz or not. The only
danger on this setting is that if a quiz is included, a mastery score has been set and the
student fails. The ALMS will evaluate the success status via the mastery score and the
score being sent and give this a failed status. If the course is setup so that it only rolls up
to the students’ transcripts if they pass the course, then the imsmanifest file must be
updated with specific roll-up rules to accommodate the success status.
If no quiz is included, this option would be the best choice to use for publishing.
2.2.2.1.1. With a QuizMaker Quiz
Action
Completion Status
Exit early
Incomplete
Exit Passed Quiz
Completed
Exit Failed Quiz
Incomplete

Success Status
Unknown
Passed
Unknown

Score

2.2.2.1.2. Without a QuizMaker Quiz
Action
Completion Status
Exit early
Incomplete
Exit Viewed All
Completed

Success Status
Unknown
Passed

Score

2.2.2.2.

1
.5

Course Pass and Failed

This option is also a good option to work within the ALMS. It does basically the same as
the “Course Pass and Incomplete” option. The difference is the success status is sent as
failed by the course. If there is no quiz then this selection will be acceptable too, if the
course should roll up on failure.
2.2.2.2.1. With a QuizMaker Quiz
Action
Completion Status
Exit early
Incomplete
Exit Passed Quiz
Completed
Exit Failed Quiz
Completed

Success Status
Unknown
Passed
Failed

Score

2.2.2.2.2. Without a QuizMaker Quiz
Action
Completion Status
Exit early
Completed
Exit Viewed All
Completed

Success Status
Failed
Passed

Score

The electronic version is the official approved document.
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The next two options will require imsmanifest alterations that could become very
complex. They are not recommended for a simple single SCO manifest. It is advisable to
use these options with a multi-SCO manifest where use of roll-up rules can be used to
assist success status.
2.2.2.3.

Course Completed and Failed

This is not a good option to use unless the course is using a mastery score, as it will
require imsmanifest alterations for the published course. If the course does not include a
quiz, there is no way of passing the course. Do not use this configuration without
including a quiz.
2.2.2.3.1. With a QuizMaker Quiz
Action
Completion Status
Exit early
Incomplete
Exit Passed Quiz
Completed
Exit Failed Quiz
Completed

Success Status
Unknown
Unknown
Failed

Score

2.2.2.3.2. Without a QuizMaker Quiz
Action
Completion Status
Exit early
Completed
Exit Viewed All
Completed

Success Status
Failed
failed

Score

2.2.2.4.

1
.5

Course Completed and Incomplete

This is not a good option to use unless the courseware is using a mastery score. It will
require imsmanifest alterations for every published course. If there is no quiz, there is no
way of passing the course. Do not use this selection without a quiz or knowledge of
rollup rules for the imsmanifest.
2.2.2.4.1. With a QuizMaker Quiz
Action
Completion Status
Exit early
Incomplete
Exit Passed Quiz
Completed
Exit Failed Quiz
Completed

Success Status
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Score

2.2.2.4.2. Without a QuizMaker Quiz
Action
Completion Status
Exit early
Incomplete
Exit Viewed All
Completed

Success Status
Unknown
Unknown

Score

The electronic version is the official approved document.
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2.3.

Script Alterations

Based upon options for Reporting Pass and Incomplete and Pass and Failed the
following alterations to functions, configuration file and the manifest file are recommend
to allow for proper roll-up performance in the ALMS. These files, except for the
imsmanifest file, are located in the LMS folder.
All of the above solutions fail to close the ALMS Player window (Figure 2.3-1).

Figure 2.3-1 Player Templates window.

Because the window is left open with no way for the course to shut it down, the student is
now forced to close the window with the browser X button, which will always cause the
course to suspend in the roll-up process.
There are a couple of recommended actions to address this issue. Following are two
possible example solutions, but there could be other approaches as well. Note that using
JavaScript, such as top.close(), to force-close the window will cause the API to act
as if a catastrophic closure occurred. It is up to the developer to figure out the best
method for making the specific courseware to shut the Player down.
Note that all the JavaScript files included in this section are distributed as a standard part
of the Articulate courseware development software, and this document assumes that the
developer has not made any prior changes to the files. If changes have already been
made, the line numbers referenced here might be different from the actual files.
2.3.1.
2.3.1.1.

SCORM2004Functions.js
function SCORM2004_Finish(strExitType, blnStatusWasSet)

This code could be added at about line 165:
/*Since the course was not setup to determine completion in
scorm 2004 via the LMS_SPECIFIED_REDIRECT
it is returning that the content should be completed.
However this should be validated first. if the status is
unknown then this is not allowed to be set to anything but
incomplete. That is set in the API function
ConcedeControl().
The electronic version is the official approved document.
Verify this is the correct version before use.
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*/
var myStatus = SCORM2004_CallGetValue("cmi.success_status")
if (myStatus !="unknown"){
blnResult = blnResult &&
SCORM2004_CallSetValue("cmi.completion_status",
strStatusAfterCompletion);
}

Make this change to the code at about line 173:
//Remove this we are setting this up in API.js
//blnResult = blnResult &&
SCORM2004_CallSetValue("cmi.exit",
SCORM2004_TranslateExitTypeToSCORM(strExitType));

2.3.2.

Configuration.js

Set the following variables as follows:
var DEFAULT_EXIT_TYPE = EXIT_TYPE_FINISH;
var EXIT_BEHAVIOR =
"LMS_SPECIFIED_REDIRECT";
2.3.3.

API.js.

In function ConcedeControl()add the following case:
/*This case was missing from the list of
possible actions to close the course.
Adding the code below sets up the exit routine
to work well with the passed/incomplete and pass/fail
publishing settings.
*/
case "LMS_SPECIFIED_REDIRECT":
var myStatus =
SCORM2004_CallGetValue("cmi.success_status")
if(myStatus == "passed") {
SCORM2004_CallSetValue("cmi.exit", "exit");
SCORM2004_CallSetValue("adl.nav.request",
"exitAll");
Finish();
}
else
{
SCORM2004_CallSetValue("cmi.completion_status",
"incomplete");
SCORM2004_CallSetValue("cmi.exit", "suspend");
SCORM2004_CallSetValue("adl.nav.request",
"suspendAll");
Finish();
}
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2.3.4.

imsmanifest.xml

There is no need to modify the manifest with these script changes; however, the
developer could make changes to the manifest should the need arise. The manifest should
be used if the courseware has more than one SCO to work with. If the courseware is just
using one SCO, as in the example above, then there will be no need to change anything in
the manifest.
3. ARTICULATE QUIZMAKER
3.1.
Quiz Player Settings
There are not many changes that can be done to the quiz player, but there is one setting
that should not be changed. There is a setting for RESUME on the player template within
the navigation tab. Leave this setting as it is by default. This will make sure courseware
data is stored on the LMS and not on local cookies.
Other than that, the quiz is tightly integrated with the Producer, so there is not much to
alter in terms of JavaScript.
3.2.

Quiz Properties

The run-time CMI being sent does have some character limitations. Below are the CMI
commands and their specifications. It is good to keep these in mind when creating
questions. For instance, some question lengths can be over 250 characters and the
maximum size the LMS can allow due to SCORM is 250 characters; sending more than
250 characters will cause LMS errors.
cmi.interactions._children
(id,type,objectives,timestamp,correct_responses,weighting,learner_response,result,latency,de
scription, RO) Listing of supported data model elements
cmi.interactions._count (non-negative integer, RO) Current number of interactions being
stored by the LMS
cmi.interactions.n.id (long_identifier_type (SPM: 4000), RW) Unique label for the interaction
cmi.interactions.n.type (“true-false”, “choice”, “fill-in”, “long-fill-in”, “matching”,
“performance”, “sequencing”, “likert”, “numeric” or “other”, RW) Which type of interaction is
recorded
cmi.interactions.n.objectives._count (non-negative integer, RO) Current number of
objectives (i.e., objective identifiers) being stored by the LMS for this interaction
cmi.interactions.n.objectives.n.id (long_identifier_type (SPM: 4000), RW) Label for
objectives associated with the interaction
cmi.interactions.n.timestamp (time(second,10,0), RW) Point in time at which the
interaction was first made available to the learner for learner interaction and response
cmi.interactions.n.correct_responses._count (non-negative integer, RO) Current number
of correct responses being stored by the LMS for this interaction
cmi.interactions.n.correct_responses.n.pattern (format depends on interaction type, RW)
One correct response pattern for the interaction
cmi.interactions.n.weighting (real (10,7), RW) Weight given to the interaction relative to
other interactions
cmi.interactions.n.learner_response (format depends on interaction type, RW) Data
generated when a learner responds to an interaction
cmi.interactions.n.result (“correct”, “incorrect”, “unanticipated”, “neutral”) or a real number
with values that is accurate to seven significant decimal figures real. , RW) Judgment of the
correctness of the learner response
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cmi.interactions.n.latency (timeinterval (second,10,2), RW) Time elapsed between the time
the interaction was made available to the learner for response and the time of the first
response
cmi.interactions.n.description (localized_string_type (SPM: 250), RW) Brief informative
description of the interaction

Referenced from: http://scorm.com/scorm-explained/technical-scorm/run-time/run-timereference/ .
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Appendix A – Acronyms and Glossary
ALMS (Army Learning Management System) - A web-based information system that
delivers training to Soldiers, manages training information, provides training
collaboration, scheduling, and career planning capabilities in both resident and nonresident training environments. Additionally, the ALMS assists Army trainers and
training managers in conducting and managing the training of Soldiers and DA civilians
throughout their Army careers. Using the ALMS, Army personnel can access training
from anywhere they have access to a computer and the Internet.
ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) - A character
encoding scheme. ASCII character encoding provides a standard way to represent
characters using numeric codes. These include upper and lower-case English letters,
numbers, and punctuation symbols.
Cookie - Also known as an HTTP cookie, web cookie or browser cookie, is used for an
origin website to send state information to a user's browser and for the browser to return
the state information to the origin site. The state information can be used for
authentication, identification of a user’s session, user's preferences, shopping cart
contents or anything else that can be accomplished through storing text data on the user's
computer.
Courseware - A term that combines the words ‘course’ and ‘software’ in reference to the
educational field. Courseware is training content that is specifically developed for
delivery to students using electronic means.
CTE (Content Test Environment) - An ALMS Information Technology Environment
for use by developers and testers to test courseware in a diagnostic environment.
Learners do not have access to this system.
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) - The language of the web. HTML is a set of
tags that are used to define the content, layout and the formatting of the web document.
Web browsers use the HTML tags to define how to display the text.
JavaScript - A programming language that can be integrated into standard HTML pages.
While JavaScript is based on the Java syntax, it is a scripting language, and therefore
cannot be used to create stand-alone programs.
LMS (Learning Management System) - A software application that is used for the
centralized administration, delivery, and tracking of learning content. Learning
Management Systems typically enable learner self-service and feature online training
delivery.
Roll Up - The completion of a process step that triggers another process action.
Specifically for the ALMS, this refers to the completion of a training object which does
not post properly in the system, which then causes some incomplete processing or
inaccurate result, such as failure to “roll up” and post properly on the Transcript and/or
Detailed Training Record. Failure of content to roll up properly can be attributed to one
The electronic version is the official approved document.
Verify this is the correct version before use.
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of multiple root causes, including courseware code problems, network latency, or in more
rare cases, failure of ALMS to properly process the transaction.
SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference Model) - A set of technical standards
for e-learning software products. SCORM tells programmers how to write their code so
that it can “play well” with other e-learning software and governs how online learning
content and Learning Management Systems (LMSs) communicate with each other.
Script - A computer script is a list of commands that are executed by a certain program
or scripting engine. Scripts may be used to automate processes on a local computer or to
generate web pages on the web.
Web Browser - A software program used to display web pages.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.
Purpose
This Lectora Guidelines and Best Practices document has been compiled to provide
guidance for courseware developers or programmers who will be developing courseware
for the ALMS using the Lectora development tool. It provides guidance on courseware
issues related to the validation and testing of content on both the ALMS Production and
ALMS Content Test Environment (CTE), specific to the Lectora development software.
Lectora developers should consult both this document and the ALMS Developers
Standards, Guidelines and Best Practices document throughout the courseware design
and creation process. As this document is not an exhaustive guide for using Lectora,
developers should also consult the necessary documentation and help manual for the
Lectora software, provided by the manufacturer. Neither PM-DLS nor the preparers of
this document are affiliated with Lectora or the manufacturer.
1.2.
Intended Audience
Courseware developers and programmers are the primary intended audience of the
Lectora Guidelines and Best Practices document. This document is meant to augment
existing Lectora documentation, with specific guidance regarding development for the
ALMS. As such, it should be used in conjunction with the ALMS Developers Standards,
Guidelines and Best Practices document. Many of the sections reference code and
technical aspects that require a background in content or courseware development from a
distributed learning perspective. The document also makes reference to the Sharable
Content Object Reference Model (SCORM), JavaScript, and general web-based
programming and design aspects. While it targets experienced content developers, it can
also be used as reference for Instructional Systems Designers (ISD's), content or
courseware testers, Project or Technical managers and leads, and anyone planning to
produce and/or test Lectora content for use on the ALMS.
2. TITLE PROPERTIES
2.1.

Content

This document assumes the developer is creating a SCORM 2004 version of a single
SCO course. Multi-SCO courseware is mentioned briefly but not scoped in the context of
this addendum. It is also assumed that the course will be composed with a single SCO
content section and a single quiz. The examples and directions below are based on the
utilization of the Title Wizard to create the basic course structure and sample quiz.
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Figure 2.1-1 Title Wizard Window.

The title properties are very basic. There is only one setting that needs to be changed
before starting the project. Double click the books icon (see Figure 2.1-1) or right-click
your mouse to open the properties page. The “Title Properties” page appears as in Figure
2.1-2.
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Figure 2.1-2 Title Properties page.

Select the “Content” tab (see Figure 2.1-3).
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Figure 2.1-3 Setting the courseware to be presented as a SCO.

Select the AICC/SCORM/… setting to make this title a SCO. That is all that is needed
for this section. All other tabs and options are at the developers’ discretion for the course.
It is suggested to use the Lectora help file for the other settings.
Next change the properties for the SCO that was created.
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Figure 2.1-4 Notice the AU icon under the title tree.

To change these settings, open up the SCO properties by right-clicking on the AU
briefcase icon (see Figure 2.1-4) and selecting the properties. AU is an acronym for
Assignable Unit. This was originally a term coined in AICC to represent what SCORM
terms a SCO.
A window similar to that shown in Figure 2.1-5 appears. This is the AU properties
settings page. Most of the settings can remain the same, but it is worth mentioning the
last tab, “Assignable Unit Properties”. This tab is where metadata can be added about the
SCO. Also included is a field where a mastery score may be set. This is the mastery score
set for the Primary objective for this SCO.
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Figure 2.1-5 Assignable Unit Properties screen.

If multiple SCOs are included in the title, a new tab, entitled “Prerequisites,” appears on
the AU properties page, as shown in Figure 2.1-6.
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Figure 2.1-6 Note the Prerequisites tab at the end of the tab row.

The “Prerequisites” (as shown in Figure 2.1-7) page seemingly includes a setting that
requires the student to successfully complete other SCOs before the student can access
this current SCO, but in actuality this setting will not take effect without the proper
settings in the manifest. There is nothing written in the manifest file that stops a
student from selecting the SCO. This setting is a customization the developer will be
required to hand-code in the manifest file.
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Figure 2.1-7 The Prerequisites tab.

3. ASSESSMENT OPTIONS
3.1.

Test Properties

To set the test properties, right click or double click on the test icon (see Figure 3.1-1) to
open the “Test Properties” page once a test is added. Figure 2.1-2 shows the “Test
Properties” page.

Figure 3.1-1 The icon for a test.
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Figure 3.1-2 The Test Properties page.

Click on the “Results” tab, as shown in Figure 3.1-3.
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Figure 3.1-3 Test Properties tab.

On this tab, make sure the “Grade the test” checkbox is selected. Selecting these options
will make the score available to the score variable that will be sent to the LMS. Note that
the lowest passing score is not used for the mastery score. The mastery score was set at
the AU properties earlier. The developer must change this setting to the same mastery
score as was set for the AU, however, otherwise the quiz will use it to determine pass/fail
status and will then send the learner to the wrong page at the end of the exam.
Deselect the “Include test score in overall score” checkbox as it will be handled on the
modification of variables on either your pass or fail pages. Doing this step allows the test
to be reset and the score not to be sent to the ALMS.
Another item on this page is “Results Submission.” Do not use these features on the
ALMS. They will not work, as they require the content utilize the Trivantis applet, which
the ALMS does not support.
The other important tabs on the “Test Properties” page are the “When Completed/
Passed” and “When Cancelled/Failed” Tabs. Make sure to include a page for each
instance. Each page will be set up to handle posting variables to the LMS in different
ways. The next section will address how to reference the variables needed for each of
these scenarios.
The electronic version is the official approved document.
Verify this is the correct version before use.
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4. VARIABLES AND OBJECTS
4.1.

SCORM Variables

In this example, the assessment will have a passed page and a failed page to handle the
various variables that will be posted to the LMS.
On the passed page, add an action to modify the following variables:


AICC_Lesson_Location – Put in the name of the page that the courseware should
navigate to as the reset location. The student should not be able to return to the passed
page after the success status is properly submitted. Removing the location will force
the course to start from the beginning. See Figure 4.1-1.

Figure 4.1-1 Setting the reset location on the Action Properties page.



AICC_Lesson_Status – Add either Passed or Failed depending on what page the
student landed on. It will add the status to the cmi.success_status. See Figure 4.1-2.

The electronic version is the official approved document.
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Figure 4.1-2 Setting a page for the passed status.



CMI_Completion_Status - Adds the completed or failed status to the
cmi.completion_status. See Figure 4.1-3.
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Figure 4.1-3 Setting the cmi.completion_status.

Next modify the AICC_Score, as in Figure 4.1-4.
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Figure 4.1-4 Modifying the AICC Score.

Add the AICC_Score variable from the final assessment. This value can be found by
clicking on the Target drop-down. Select the AICC _Score then type in the name of the
assessment’s variable. In this case it was VAR(Final_Assessment_Score). Use the VAR()
to return the actual variable value.
On the failed page, if the developer does not want the score sent to the LMS it must be
removed. Create a new action to modify the assessment so that the score will not be sent.
This is done by selecting the “Reset Test/Survey” option, as shown in Figure 4.1-5. Then
select the exam from the drop-down list.
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Figure 4.1-5 Choosing the "Reset Test/Survey" option.

If the score is not to be sent on a failure, reset the test with a new action.
Table 4.1-1 is a list of all the variables for SCORM and AICC listed in Lectora.
Table 4.1-1 List of variables available for SCORM and AICC in Lectora.
Predefined Variable

Description

Modifiable?

AICC_Core_Lesson

This variable contains information used by the
Yes
published title to properly calculate the score of
the user in the current title. If the value of this
variable is modified within the content of a title
that contains more than one automatically
graded test, then the AICC_Score of the student
cannot be properly updated and reflected to the
AICC/SCORM Learning Management System
(LMS).

AICC_Core_Vendor

This variable contains the information required
by Lectora when running an AICC-compliant
title within an AICC learning management
system. This variable is not used by Lectorapublished content.

No

AICC_Course_ID

This variable contains the id of the course in the
AICC/SCORM learning management system.

No

The electronic version is the official approved document.
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Predefined Variable

Description

Modifiable?

AICC_Credit

This variable reflects whether the AICC/SCORM No
title is being taken for "credit" or just in a
"browse" mode.

AICC_Lesson_ID

This variable contains the name of the title's
assignable unit.

AICC_Lesson_Location

This variable contains the current location within Yes
the title content. The Lectora published content
sets this variable on every page of the title to
reflect the current location of the student within
the AICC/SCORM LMS.

AICC_Lesson_Status

This variable contains the current status of the
Yes
course within the AICC/SCORM LMS. Lectora
sets the value of this variable to incomplete. The
AICC/SCORM LMS will further modify the
variable based on the current AICC_Score for
the user and the value specified as the Mastery
Score.

AICC_Score

This variable contains the average of all test
scores in the published title. If the value of this
variable is modified within the content of a
course that contains more than one
automatically graded test, the modification will
be lost when the user completes an
automatically graded test.

AICC_Student_ID

This variable contains the user id as reported by No
the AICC/SCORM LMS.

AICC_Student_Name

This variable contains the user name as
reported by the AICC/SCORM LMS.

AICC_Time

This variable contains the total time the user
Yes
has been in the published title. This value is
automatically updated while the student is
viewing the title. If the value of this variable is
modified, the modification will be lost when the
student exits the title. Also, this variable must be
in the format of HH:MM:SS:mm to be valid when
reported to the AICC LMS.

CMI_Core_Entry

This variable is only accessible in SCORM 2004 No
published titles and contains information related
to whether the student has previously accessed
the published title.

CMI_Core_Exit

This variable is only accessible in SCORMpublished titles and is used to indicate how or
why the student exited the published title.
The electronic version is the official approved document.
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Predefined Variable

Description

Modifiable?

CMI_Completion_Status This variable is only accessible in SCORM 2004 Yes
published titles and determines the point at
which the student has actually completed
viewing the published title. In a SCORM 2004
published course, the author MUST set this
variable at the point in the course that the
student has been determined to have completed
viewing the necessary content for the course.

4.2.

External HTML

It is common practice to add code as needed to the Lectora courseware’s external HTML
files. However, there are some things to be aware of when adding the extra scripts. The
ALMS does not support PHP, ASP or any other server side scripts. Do not use them in
the course. The use of applets or extra applets should be used with caution since there
may be some restrictions on Java security on government machines. The best option to
use is to add extra JavaScript to the courseware. There are four ways to add extra script.
Knowing how and where to place the extra script will save a lot of time because setting
the code inside the web page incorrectly can create script errors that corrupt the other
script on the page and stop the course from working.
1. Add it to the Meta Tag section. This will place the added content into the Meta
tag section on the HTML page. This is the section under the <head> tag and
before the include scripts. This is the location to add extra referenced script that is
included on the page. For instance: <script language = "JavaScript"
src="extrascript.js"></script>. Add the script in the new object
exactly like that. There is no need to add anything else.
2. Add it to the Header script section. Be careful with this one approach. The script
is being placed directly into the <script> tag and the new script will not
require the addition of <script> </script> tags. Functions and other script
can be placed directly inside this section. For instance:
//In the Header Scripting
function TedsScript(){
alert("hi world")
}

3. Add to OTHER script. This will place the script inside a Div tag and is useful
when adding other objects like extra flash modules, movies, etc. This script will
require the <script></script> tags to contain the new script. For example:
<div id="otherexternalhtmlobject1"><a
name="otherexternalhtmlobject1anc">
//In the OTHER Scripting
<script>function TedsScript(){
alert("hi world - Other")
}
The electronic version is the official approved document.
Verify this is the correct version before use.
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</script>
</a></div>

4. Add code to the BOTTOM scripting. This approach is useful when adding code
that needs the document to be fully loaded before it executes. It will require the
<script></script> tags to be useful. For instance:
//In the Bottom Scripting
<script>function TedsScript(){
alert("hi world -Bottom")
}
</script>

5.
5.1.

PUBLISHING OPTIONS AND SETTINGS
SCORM Options

When starting to publish the course to SCORM, make sure to select the “Publish >
Publish to SCORM/Web based” option. The software will run through a quick validate
and create an error report, as demonstrated in Figure 5.1-1.

Figure 5.1-1 Validating the SCORM content.

If there are errors, it is best to correct them. There can be a variety of issues, and it is best
to consult the help file for further details.
If there are no errors, or only minor warnings, press the Publish button to continue.
The electronic version is the official approved document.
Verify this is the correct version before use.
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The first tab is the “SCORM Options” tab (see Figure 5.1-2).

Figure 5.1-2 Setting SCORM options for the courseware.

Set the following items:








Course Is: equal to SCORM 2004 Conformant.
Course Creator: The developer or company making the course.
Course ID: This will become the Organization ID in the imsmanifest. Make this a
unique id. It will be appended with “-org” by default.
Course Title: This is the actual content title. This is what will be displayed on the
table of contents.
URL of Course Folder: Leave blank, as this is not supported in the ALMS
Course Description: Small metadata about the course – this is optional.
Additional Keywords: More metadata used in searches for some LMS. This is not
applicable in the ALMS. It is optional.

Make sure the following items are selected.
The electronic version is the official approved document.
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“The published course will report Test/survey Question Interactions to the LMS.”
(Only if the courseware includes a quiz.)
“Append timestamp to interaction to create unique ID.” (Only if the courseware
passes interaction details)
“The published course will prompt to restore the last viewed location with in the
LMS.”



5.2.

Options

The next tab is the Options tab, as shown in Figure 5.2-1.

Figure 5.2-1 The "Options" tab.

The critical option on this tab is to make sure the “Use JavaScript Title Manager”
checkbox is selected. The content will be on the same domain as the ALMS API, so there
will not be a need to worry about cross-domain issues.
The other options are left to the developers’ discretion.
The electronic version is the official approved document.
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5.3.

Other Tabs

The other tabs for publishing are rarely used, and left to developers’ discretion. The
courseware will not be using an FTP location, there is no need for Proxies, and the
compression level is inadvisable. If the courseware uses media the compression setting
will impact the quality levels of the media. Languages are reserved for the developers’
discretion.
6.

JAVASCRIPT AND MANIFEST ALTERATIONS

There should not be a need to modify the JavaScript in the published course. The
imsmanifest could require some changes to make it a multi-SCO course with sequencing.
The course script however does not send any adl.nav.request, so roll up-rules and
post-sequencing actions should be added to allow for rollup and navigation.
If the course becomes very complex and requires the additional script to be added, it is
recommended that an experienced JavaScript programmer be involved. The code used in
Lectora courseware is very complex and small bugs can break all of the code and ruin the
course. Be cautious when editing the pages of the Lectora course.
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Appendix A – Acronyms and Glossary
ALMS (Army Learning Management System) - A web-based information system that
delivers training to Soldiers, manages training information, provides training
collaboration, scheduling, and career planning capabilities in both resident and nonresident training environments. Additionally, the ALMS assists Army trainers and
training managers in conducting and managing the training of Soldiers and DA civilians
throughout their Army careers. Using the ALMS, Army personnel can access training
from anywhere they have access to a computer and the Internet.
ASP (Active Server Page) - A web page that has one or more ASP scripts embedded in
it. ASP scripts are like small computer programs that run when an ASP-based web page
is accessed. An active server page has a URL suffix of “.asp” as opposed to “.html.”
ASP pages are processed on a web server before they are transferred to a user's web
browser.
Courseware - A term that combines the words ‘course’ and ‘software’ in reference to the
educational field. Courseware is training content that is specifically developed for
delivery to students using electronic means.
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) - The language of the web. HTML is a set of
tags that are used to define the content, layout and the formatting of the web document.
Web browsers use the HTML tags to define how to display the text.
JavaScript - A programming language that can be integrated into standard HTML pages.
While JavaScript is based on the Java syntax, it is a scripting language, and therefore
cannot be used to create stand-alone programs.
LMS (Learning Management System) - A software application that is used for the
centralized administration, delivery, and tracking of learning content. Learning
Management Systems typically enable learner self-service and feature online training
delivery.
Metadata - Data that provides information about a certain item's content. For example,
an image may include metadata that describes how large the picture is, the color depth,
the image resolution, when the image was created, and other data.
PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) - An HTML-embedded web scripting language that can
be inserted into the HTML of a web page.
Roll Up - The completion of a process step that triggers another process action.
Specifically for the ALMS, this refers to the completion of a training object which does
not post properly in the system, which then causes some incomplete processing or
inaccurate result, such as failure to “roll up” and post properly on the Transcript and/or
Detailed Training Record. Failure of content to roll up properly can be attributed to one
of multiple root causes, including courseware code problems, network latency, or in more
rare cases, failure of ALMS to properly process the transaction.
SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference Model) - A set of technical standards
for e-learning software products. SCORM tells programmers how to write their code so
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that it can “play well” with other e-learning software and governs how online learning
content and Learning Management Systems (LMSs) communicate with each other.
Script - A computer script is a list of commands that are executed by a certain program
or scripting engine. Scripts may be used to automate processes on a local computer or to
generate web pages on the web.
Web Page - A document (normally an HTML file) designed to be distributed over the
Web.
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